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Preface

The first five chapters of this book form an introductory course in piecewise-linear topology in which no assumptions are made other than basic
topological notions. This course would be suitable as a second course
in topology with a geometric flavour, to follow a first course in point-set
topology, and perhaps to be given as a final year undergraduate course.
The whole book gives an account of handle theory in a piecewiselinear setting and could be the basis of a first year postgraduate lecture
or reading course. Some results from algebraic topology are needed for

handle theory and these are collected in an appendix. In a second appendix are listed the properties of Whitehead torsion which are used in the
s—cobordism theorem. These appendices should enable a reader with only
basic knowledge to complete the book.
The book is also intended to form an introduction to modern geometric topology as a research subject, a bibliography of research papers
being included.
We have omitted acknowledgements and references from the main
text and have collected these in a set of “historical notes” to be found

after the appendices.
We are planning eventually to write a further book which will include
the topics of embedded handle theory, normal bundles, transversality
and p.l. bordism and cobordism theory. For present reading on these

topics, see the bibliography.
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Chapter 1. Polyhedra and P.L. Maps

In this chapter we introduce the main objects of study. polyhedra and
p.l. maps. The chapter consists mostly of definitions, examples, and
exercises. In a final section we introduce the main results of the book:
the Poincare conjecture and the h—cobordism theorem. This section
may be omitted until after Chapter5 if the reader wishes; we have
included it here to give a taste of deeper results.
Basic Notation

A map is a continuous function. Cl(X) denotes the closure ofX. IR denotes
the real numbers and IR" (Euclidean n—space) the space of n-vectors
{x:(x1, x2,
, x")} of real numbers. We will use the product metric on
IR" given by d(x,y):sup lxi~yi|. “Linear” always means linear in the
affine sense; thus a linear subspace (orjust subspace) V C IR" is a translated
vector subspace, or equivalently: for each finite set {an}: V and real

numbers A,- with 2 lizl we have 2 ii aieV. A map f: V 7» IR“ is linear
if f(: ’li ai) : 2 li fab)-

Joins and Cones

Let A, BCIR” be subsets. Define their join AB to be the subset AB:
{/la+yb|aeA, beB} where LuelR, 2,”;0 and }.+y:l. Then AB
consists of all points on straight-line segments “arcs” with endpoints
in each of A and B. If A:l/) we define AB:B.

Fig, l
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If A={a} is a one-point set then we often abbreviate {a} to a. We
say that a3 is a cone with vertex a and base B (or simply that a3 is a
cone) if each point is expressed uniquely as Ila+ub with be B, 1,”;0
and l+p=1. Equivalently a¢B and the arcs ab1 and abz, for each

pair of distinct points b1, bzeB, meet only at a.
Example

Fig. 2

£131 is a cone while aB2 is not. The example makes it clear that
the property of being a cone depends on the presentation of the set aB.
Polyhedra
1.1 A subset PCIR" is a polyhedron if each point aeP has a cone
neighbourhood N =aL in P, where L is compact; N is called a star of a
in P and L a link and we write N=Na(P), L=La(P). Note that the case
L=Ql is not excluded so that a point is a polyhedron.
Examples of Polyhedra

Fig. 3. A house with 2 rooms, each having one entrance

Polyhedra
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Fig. 4. A pyramid with a flag sitting on an innite plane

Examples of Non-Polyhedra

Fig.5
A circle C

X =an open disc with a tail

In the first example a has no cone neighbourhood in C. In the second
example a has a cone neighbourhood aLCX but L is non—compact.
However X —a is a polyhedron! More examples are given in 1.3, below.
1.2

Remark. In 1.1 we could take N to be the a-neighbourhood

N£(a, P)={x|xeP, d(a,x)§8} and Lto be N(a, P)={x|xeP, d(a,x)=s}

for some suitably small a > 0. For given any cone neighbourhood N =a L
of a in P, use compactness of L to find an 8>0 such that d(a, L);s
then it is easy to see that N£(a, P)=aN€(a, P) is a cone.

4
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Fig. 6

1.3

Examples and exercises

(1) IR" is a polyhedron. The subset lR"+ClR". defined by x30, is a
polyhedron. Subspaces of IR" are polyhedra.
(2)

An open subset of a polyhedron is a polyhedron.

(3) The intersection of finitely many polyhedra is a polyhedron.
(Use 1.2.)
(4)

Let P1, PZCIR", lR’" be polyhedra and identify lR">< IR’" with lR"+"‘

by (x, y)H (x1 ,

x", y1,, ym) then R x P2: lR"+’" is a polyhedron. For

if a1 L1, u2 L2 are cone a-neighbourhoods then so is (11L1 x (12142.
(5) Let PZUI; where HCIR” are compact polyhedra and the union
is locally nite in the sense that each point peP has a neighbourhood
meeting only finitely many of the 1:. Then P is a polyhedron. (Use 1.2.)
><
a")elR". Then Mm, IR"): [(11 '8, a1 +12] ><
(6) Cubes. Let u=(u1 ,
[an -2:, a" +3] is a polyhedron by (4), called a “cube”. Aface of Mm, IR")
is obtained by replacing each factor [ai—a, (ll-+8] either by itself or
by {ai—a} or {GI-+8}, and then the faces are also polyhedra by (4) and
hence New, IR") which is the union of the proper faces (i.e. the faces not
equal to the cube) is a polyhedron by (5).
We write I" for the unit n-cube [v 1. 1]":Nl(0, IR") and l":N1(0, 1R")
for its boundary. 11:[-1, I] C IR should not be confused with the
unit interval I 2 [0, ljc 1R.

(7) A cone aP on a compact polyhedron P is itself a compact poly—
hedron. For let xeaP, then if x=a we can take Nx(aP)=aP and if
xata we can take Nx(aP):aNy(P) where x=ia+py, yeP; since we

have alVy(P)=x(Ny(P)uaL’.(P)) when x:ky, and aNy(P):y(a L}.(P))
when x:y. See Fig.7.

(8) Suppose PCV is a polyhedron in a subspace and f: ValR’" is
linear and injective then f(P) is a polyhedron.

Piecewise—Linear Maps
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Fig. 7

By 1.2 and examples (3) and (6) we can assume that all links and
stars are polyhedra. This we do from now on.
Piecewise-Linear Maps
1.4 A mapf: P a Q between polyhedra is piecewise—linear (abbreviated
p.l.) if each point aeP has a star N=aL such that f(/la+,u X):}.f(a)+
)tf(x) where XEL and 2,“;0, }.+p:1. In other words, f is locally
conical. in the sense that it maps rays of the local cone structure
linearly.
1.5

Examples

(1)

A linear map is p.l.

(2) The restriction of a p.l. map to a subpolyhedron is p.l. A sub—
polyhedron is a subset which is itself a polyhedron.
(3) Define f: PHQ to be linear if it is the restriction of a linear map
lR"a lR’”. Then, combining (l) and (2), f is p.l.
(4) Let P:UI; be a locally finite decomposition of P into compact
subpolyhedra. Iff: PH Q is a map such that/l}: is p.l. for each at. then
f is p.l.
Remark. Combining examples (3) and (4). we see that a map which
is linear in pieces is p.l. In ChapterZ we prove that all p.l. maps are
obtained in this way. and this explains the terminology.
1.6

Exercises

(1)

The cartesian product of two p.l. maps is p.l.

(2)

The composition of two p.l. maps is p.l.

(3)

The (one construction. Let (1P, bQ be cones and f: PHQ a map.

6
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Define the cone on f; f’: aP~>bQ by f’(/la+,ux)=/lb+af(x) where
xeP. Prove that the cone on a p]. map or homeomorphism is itself a

p]. map or homeomorphism.
(4)

A map f: P HQ is p.l. if and only if the graph off
F(f)={(x,f(x))elR"+"'IxeP}

is a polyhedron.

Hint : l(x,f(x))+H(y,f(y))=(2,f(2)) for some 2 if and only if

f(lx+uy)=/1f(x)+uf(y)(5)

Show that the inverse of 3 p.1. homeomorphism is again p.l.

P.l. homeomorphism is the principal equivalence relation of p.l.
topology, and properties preserved under p.l. homeomorphism are
called p.l. invariants. We will often use the symbol 2 for a p]. homeomorphism.
1.7

Exercises

(1)

Give examples to show
(a) The union of two polyhedra is not necessarily a polyhedron.
(b) The infinite union of compact polyhedra is not necessarily a
polyhedron.
(c) The image of a non-compact polyhedron under an injective p.l.

map need not be a polyhedron. What about compact polyhedra, and
general p.l. maps? (See 2.5 for answers.)
(2) Show by radial projection that the (topological) homeomorphism
class of La(P) is a p.l. invariant of the pair (a, P).
The Standard Mistake
The last exercise prompts the observation that projection maps are not
necessarily p.l. For example the graph of a projection of one are into
another is part of a hyperbola.

Manifolds
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A p.l. version of exercise (2) will be given in Chapter 2, using “pseudoradial projection”.

P. L. Embeddings
Exercise 1.7(c) shows that we have to be careful about defining p.l.
embeddings. We say that a p.l. mapf: Pa Q is a p.l. embedding provided
f(P) is a subpolyhedron of Q and f: Paf(P) a p.l. homeomorphism.

Convention. From now on we will usually omit the prex p. l.

Thus map, embedding, homeomorphism will mean p.l. map etc.
When we have need to use non p.l. maps we will use the phrase “topological map” in order to avoid confusion.

Manifolds

1.8 A polyhedron M is an unbounded p.l. manifold of dimension n (or
simply an n-manifold) if each point xeM has a neighbourhood in M,
which is (p.l.) homeomorphic to an open set in IR"; such a neighbourhood is called a coordinate neighbourhood. We often indicate the dimension of an n-manifold M by writing M".
M is an n-manifold with boundary if each point has a neighbourhood
homeomorphic to an open subset of either 1R" or 1R1. Define the
boundary of M, 6M, an unbounded (n— 1)-manifold, to consist of points
corresponding to lR"‘1 x OCIR’L. The boundary is well-defined by
1.7 (2) and elementary algebraic topology. This also follows by an easy

induction using p.l. invariance of links (2.21 (2)).
Terminology. A manifold M is closed provided 6M=§Zl and M is
compact. If M is any manifold, define the interior of M, intM, to be

M — 6M.
1.9

Examples and exercises

(1)

11111111 and subspaces of R" are manifolds.

(2)

An open subset of a manifold is a manifold.

(3) The product of an n-manifold with a q—manifold is an (n+q)—
manifold.

Hint: Define a homeomorphism of lRi+={xelR2, x120, x220}
onto lRi by using a linear homeomorphism of 1R2+++ ={xelR2,
xlgnm onto lRiJr. Use this on suitable coordinates to dene a
homeomorphism of R: x 1R1 onto 1R1”.

8
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Fig. 9

(4)

It follows from (3) that I" is an n-manifold with boundary.

(5) 1R";(31"+1 ione point. (This is difficult, sec 3.20 for a proof using
machinery.)
Balls and Spheres
A manifold homeomorphic with I" is called an n-hall or n-disc often
written B" or D". A manifold homeomorphic with 61"“ is called an
n-Sphere, usually written S".

1.10 Lemma. Let B", D" be n—balls and h: (33" w» 8D" 0 homeomorphism.
Then h extends to a homeomorphism hl ofB" with D".
Proof We can assume B":D"=I" and then define h1(/Zx):/lh(.x)
for e" and 0§i§ 1. This is the cone construction applied to I":0I“.

X
/
,,/’\
\MJ#
h(x)

Fig. 10

The Poincaré Conjecture and the h-Cobordism Theorem
We now state the main theorems for which we are heading.
Poincare conjecture. Let M" be a closed manifold having the homotopy
type of an n-sphere, then M is an n—sphere.

The Poincare Conjecture and the h—Cobordism Theorem
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Theorem A. The conjecture is true for n26.
In fact the conjecture is true for n:5, but the proof at the moment
is beyond the scope of an elementary treatment. For n=3,4 the
conjecture is still, at the time of writting, unsolved.
We will deduce TheoremA from the h-cobordism theorem (Theo-

rem B below). A cobordism (W“', M0, M1) consists of a compact manifold
Wwith 6W the disjoint union of manifolds M0 and M1. When M0 and
M1 are understood, we refer to W itself as a cobordism. W is an

h—cobordism if both inclusions MOCW and MICW are homotopy
equivalences.
Theorem B. Suppose W“ is a simply connected h—cobordism and wg6.

Then W; M0 x I and hence M0 2 M1.
Remark. If M0, M1 and W are all simply-connected, then by Whitehead‘s theorem (see Appendix A) it is enough to assume that all the
relative homology groups H*(W,M0) and H*(W,M1) vanish. But by
Lefschetz duality (see appendix and proof given in Chapter 5) it is
enough to assume this for one end only. Consequently we can state
TheoremB in the following form, which is the form in which it will
be proved.
Theorem 8’. Suppose (WW, M0, M1) is a ('obordism and that
(l)

n1(M0):n1(M1):n1(W)=0

(3)

wg6.

(2) Haw, Mo):0
Then WEM0 x].

We shall also prove a relative version of the theorem (for cobordisms
between manifolds with boundary) and a version for non—simply

Fig. 11
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connected manifolds (the s—cobordism theorem). We conclude this
chapter by showing that Theorem A follows from Theorem B’:
In M choose two disjoint standard n-cubes inside coordinate neigh—

bourhoods. Call them D1 and D2.
Denote W1=cl(M—Dl) and W=cl(W1—D2). Then W1 and W are
manifolds since cl(lR"—I") is a manifold by an exercise on the lines
of 1.9(3). We claim that W is an h-cobordism between 6D1 and aDz.
First of all 711(6D1)=7zl(6D2)=0 and n1(W)=7r1(M)=0 since W has the
homotopy type of M— {two points}.
Now
H*(W, 6D2);H*(W1,D2)

§H*(WI)

(excision)

(since D2 is contractible).

But

H*(Wl)§ H'” *(W1,601)
2H"’*(M, D1)

(Lefschetz duality)
(excision)

2H"’*(M)
Z
;{0

=0
.
.
otherwise} s1nce M 18 a homotopy sphere.

It follows that H*(W1)=0 and hence that W is an h-cobordism.
By Theorem B’ there is a homeomorphism h: WaI.">< I1 and we
extend h to a homeomorphism of M with 1"+1 by two applications
of 1.10.

Chapter 2. Complexes

In this Chapter we introduce the principal tools of pi. topology:
simplicial complexes and simplicial maps. The connections between
these and polyhedra and p.l. maps is the major concern of the chapter.
The rest of the chapter deals with other useful tools: pseudo-radial
projection, joins and collars. The results on convex cells which we need
are given in an appendix to the chapter.
Simplexes
2.1

Proposition. The join operation is associative and commutative and

AOAl ...An={Z/iiai|}.ig0, Ell-=1, aieAi}.
Proof: Define AOAl ...A,, inductively to be (A0... An#1)An and
prove the identity inductively. Associativity and commutativity then

follow. The induction step follows from the equation
Ziiaizu—An)“ 110/1 ) aO+---+ (*1/1‘L)an)+inan.
—

—/.,,

n

Now define a finite set {00,v1, ...,vn}C]R’" to be independent if it
is not contained in any subspace of dimension <n, or equivalently if
the vectors {vi—120} are linearly independent. Then dene an n-simplex
AClR’" to be the repeated join v0 v1
v" of n+1 independent points.
We call the points vi the vertices of A and say that they span A. A simplex

spanned by a subset of the vertices is called a face of A. If B is a face
of A we write B<A. B is a proper face if also sA. The vertices are
also regarded as faces. The point A2:

1

vi is the barycentre of A.
n+1
Note that a simplex is a compact polyhedron by induction since it is
the cone on an (n—1)-simplex (see 1.3 (7)). The empty set is regarded
as a (—1)—simplex, has no vertices, and is thus a face of all simplexes.

12
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Exercises
Let A be an n-simplex in IR’".
(1) Show that A is contained in a unique minimal subspace V of IR'”
of dimension n. We write V: (A) and say A spans V. Note that if A is a
O-simplex A = (A >.

(2)

Qefine A, A to be the interior and frontier of A in (A) and show

that AzHJ and A:U{BlB<A,B=#A}.
(3) Show that 06A is a vertex if and only if Ln A is not a neighbour—
hood of v in L for every line L through 1; in IR“.
2.2 Theorem. A compact polyhedron is a finite union ofsimplexes. In
general a polyhedron is a locallynite union ofsimplcxes.
Proof: Let P be a compact polyhedron in IR'" and define the subspace
<P>C1Rm spanned by P to be the intersection of all subspaces V with
PCV The proof is by induction on n=dimension (P). Without loss
of generality we may assume (cf. 13(8)) that PC 1R". Let aeP and
suppose aL is a star of a in P, which is also an s—neighbourhood (1.2).
Now let P be a proper face of the cube N£(a, 1R") (cf. 13(6)) then

dim <1“L><n and hence FmL is a finite union of simplexes. Since
LC NJa, IR") it follows that Lis a finite union of simplexes, say L : U A.
Then aL=UaAi is also a finite union. The result now follows by
compactness!

1n the general case the idea is to use local compactness to decompose
P into a locally finite union of cone a—neighbourhoods, each of which
is a finite union of simplexes by the first half. We will list the steps in
the proof and leave the details to the reader:
(1) Find a countable base {Ui} of s-neighbourhoods for IR".

(2)

Define U“, Uil.

(3)

By taking suitable increasing unions of the U,‘k find compact

by UJ is a UIk if U, n P is non—empty and compact.

polyhedra A1.A2,A3,
in P for each i.

so that P:U AK and AiCinterior of A,-+1
i

(4) Show that a finite cover of A1. extends to one of Al.+1 so that no
new neighbourhood meets ApiExercise (Dimension). Define the dimension of an n—simplex to be n
and in general define the dimension of a polyhedron by dim(P)=

max. dim(Ai), where P: UAI is the decomposition of 2.2. Check that
dimension is well—defined.

2.3 Corollary. Let f: P >Q he p.l., then there is a locally nite de—
composition of P into simplcxes, P:UAE, such that HA is linear for
each i.

Cells
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Proof Apply 2.2 to Ff:
Lemma. The linear image ofa simplex is a polyhedron.

2.4

Proof: Let ACIR’" be an n—simplex and let f: 1R“ alR” be linear.
Then either f|<A> is injective, in which case/(A) is an n-simplex, or
elsef(<A >) is a subspace of lower dimension, in which case_/'(A):f(/i).
[For if xef(A) then f’1(x)r\ (A > is a subspace of dimension >0 which
must meet the frontier of A in <A>, namely A] In this case the result
follows by induction since A is a union of simplexes of dimension <n.
2.5 Corollary (cf. 1.7). The image ofa compact polyhedron under a [2.].
map is a compact polyhedron.
Proof By 2.3 and 2.4 it is a finite union of compact polyhedra.
Cells

A subset C C IR” is convex if for each pair of points a, be C, the arc ab C C.
A compact convex polyhedron which spans a subspace of dimension
n is called a linear n—cell or just a cell.

2.6

Examples and remarks

(1) An n«simplex is an n—cell; I" is an n—cell. A 0—cell is a point and a
1—cell is an arc.
(2) The linear image ofa cell is a cell (convexity is obvious, polyhedron
by 2.5).
(3) Let {a0, a], ...,a,}c1R'" be any finite set, then their join a0 a1 ...a,

= {Emil/1,20, EA: 1} is a cell, called the cell spanned by {am ...,a,}.

This follows from (2) since there is a linear map from an r—simplex
onto the cell.
The converse to (3) is also true, see 2.7 below.
(4)

The intersection or product of two cells is a cell.

(5)

The intersection of a cell with a subspace or a half space is a cell.
(6) If C is an n«cell then dim Czn. For, since dim <C>=n, C contains
an independent set of n+1 points, and by convexity, it contains the
simplex spanned by this set, which could be taken to be one of the
simplexes in the decomposition of C given by 2.2.

(7)

Define C, C to be the interior and frontier of C in (C). Then

Ci by the last remark.
We now define the faces of a cell. Let C be a cell and xeC an
arbitrary point. Define (X, C) to be the union of lines L through x
in lR’" such that L0 C (which is a 1—cell or O—cell and hence either an
arc or a point) is an arc with x in its interior. It follows from convexity

14
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that (x, C) is a subspace of R“ (the proofs of this fact and of 2.7 below
are given in an appendix to this chapter). If there are no such lines
then define (x, C>=x and call x a vertex of C. In general call the cell
(x, C>m C aface of C denoted Cx and written CX< C. Thus a vertex
is a face and, by 2.6 (7), C< C. If D< C and D# C then say D is a proper

face of C and then dimD<dimC since (x, C)$<C) where D=Cx.
The empty set is defined to be a face of all cells.
2.7

Proposition. Suppose C is an n—cell, then:

(1)

C has nitely many vertices vo, vl, ..., U, which span C.

(2) IfF< C then F is spanned by a subset of the vertices and hence C
has only nitely many faces.
Warning: Not all subsets of vertices span faces, for example two
opposite corners of a square.

(3)

C=disjointU{I§|F<C},
C=disj0int U {F|F< C, F4: C}.

(4)

IfF<D<CthenF<C.

(5)

IfF,D<CthenFD<C.

(6)

Let xeC then C=the cone xB where B=U {FlF<C,x¢F}.

Exercise. Check that the definition of a face of a general cell is
compatible with that for a simplex or a cube.
Cell Complexes
A cell complex K is a finite collection of cells in some IR" satisfying
(1)
(2)

If CEK and B<C then BEK.
If B, CeK then Em C is a face of both B and C.
Define the underlying polyhedron |K| to be the union ofthe cells of K.

2.8

Examples and exercises

(1) A cell C determines two complexes {BIB < C} and {B |.B < C, B 3E C}
(by 2.7). With abuse of notation, we denote these C and C respectively.
(2) If K is a cell complex in IR" and f: lR"alR" is a linear homeomorphism then fK= {fClCe K} is a cell complex.
(3) Let GCIR“ be compact then there is a cell complex K with G: |K|
and typical m—cell of the form
[n1,n1+1] X [n2,n2+1] ><

>< [nm,nm+l]

where ni are integers. In other words K is part of the cube “lattice”
in IR'".

(4)

If K is a cell complex then |K|:disjoint U {CICEK}.

Subdivisions
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(5) If K and L are cell complexes then their intersection
M={AmB|AEK, BEL} and their product K >< L={A >< B|AEK, BEL}
are cell complexes.
Hint: First prove (x, A n B) = (x, A )m (x, E), which implies

(A n B)x= Axn BX and a similar result with X replacing n.
(6) If f: [Kl—>|Ll is linear on each cell of K then {Am,f‘1(B)|AEK,
BEL} is a cell complex.
(7) If ulKl is 21 cone then aK = {a, a8, B|BEK} is a cell complex, called
the cone on K.
Now define LcK to be a subcomplex if L is also a cell complex.
(8)

The r-skeleton of K, K'= {CICE K, dim Cgr}, is a subcomplex.

(9) If CEK then the star of C in K, st(C,K)={B|B<D> C, DEK}
is a subcomplex.
Subdivisions

L is a subdivision of K, written L<1K, if |L|=|K| and each cell of L is
contained in a cell of K.
Let aElKI, we say K’ <1K is obtained by starring at a if K’ is obtained
from K by replacing each cell C EK with aE C by the complex aB where

B: {P |F< C, a¢F} (cf. 2.7(6)). The result of starring at points a1, a2, ...,
a,E|K| in order is called a stellar subdivision of K.
Examples

Fig. 12. A stellar subdivision
of the union of two tetrahedra

Fig. 13. A subdivision ofa
2—simplex which is not stellar

16
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Simplicial Complexes
A cell complex K is simplicial if each CeK is a simplex.
2.9 Proposition. A cell complex can be subdivided to a simplicial complex
without introducing any new vertices.
Proofl Let K be the cell complex. Order the vertices ofK and suppose
inductively we have constructed a simplicial subdivision of K”1. Let C
be an r«cell of K and x its first vertex. Let B be the union of faces of C
which do not contain x. By induction, B has been subdivided to a
simplicial complex and C is the cone xB. This shows how to subdivide C;
the ordering ensures compatibility with the subdivision of C.
Exercise. The subdivision of 2.9 may be described as starring at each
vertex of K in turn using the given ordering.
2.10 Corollary. Given any simplex A C IR" and compact set GC 1R", there
is a simplicial complex K with AEK and GC|K|.
Proof: Let L be the simplicial subdivision of the cube [0, 1]" given by

2.9. Since complexes are preserved by linear homeomorphisms (28(2))
we may assume AEL. L extends to the required K by 2.8(3) and 2.9.
2.11 Theorem. Any compact polyhedron is the underlying polyhedron of
some simplicial complex.
Proof Write PCIR" as the finite union of simplexes Al, ..., A, by 2.2.
By 2.10 find complexes K. with Aie K and PC [Ki]. Then the intersection
ofthe K,- is a cell complex M which contains subcomplexes corresponding
to each A. and hence one corresponding to P. Finally use 2.9 to replace
this by a simplicial complex.
2.12

Addendum. If lKlDILil [21, ...,r then there are simplicial sub—

divisions K'<1K and L’,— <1L such that L’ic K’, each i.
Proof: By 2.9 we can assume that K and each L,- are simplicial and
then in the proof of 2.11 take the simplexes A,- to be the simplexes of

K, L1, ...,L.

Simplicial Maps
Let K, L be ce11 complexes and f: |K| a lLl a map. We say (1; K,L) is
cellular or simply f is cellular if, for each CEK, ‘I'IC is linear and f(C)
is a cell of L. If K and L are simplicial then say that f is simplicial. Note
that a cellular map is automatically p.1. by 15(4). A cellular homeomorphism is called a cellular isomorphism or just an isomorphism. The
inverse of an isomorphism is also an isomorphism.

Triangulations
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Exercise. A simplicial map is determined by its values on vertices:

i.e. if f: K0 aLO carries the vertices of each simplex of K into some
simplex of L, then f is the restriction of a unique simplicial map.
2.13 Lemma. Let _:f |K| a [Ll C IR" be a map which is linear on cells o/K.
Then there are simplicial subdivisions K’<I K and L’<I L such that
f: lK’l —>|L’| is simpliciul.

Proof Each cit/1i), AiEK, is a cell by 29(2) and by 2.12 we can find
simplicial L’<t L such that f(Ai):l/1i| for AiCLC Then

K”:{A n f’IBIAEK, BEL’}
is a cell complex by 2.8(6). Let K’ be the simplicial subdivision of K”
given by 2.9 then f: K’a L’ is simplicial.
2.14 Theorem. Let f: IKI a |L| be p. I. then there are simplicial subdivisions
K’<t K, L’<t L such that f: |K’| a IL] is simplicial.
Proof: By 2.3 we can decompose lKl into a finite union of simplexes

A1,...,/«1, such that flAI. is linear. By 2.12 we can nd K”<!K, A;’<1Ai
such that Ag’cK”. f is then linear on simplexes of K” and the result
follows by 2.13.
Convention. From now on “complex” means simplicial complex and
letters J, K, L, K’,L’ etc. denote simplicial complexes. We sometimes
write f: K ~ > L for f: |K| 7» |L| is simplicial.
Triangulations
The last two theorems (2.11 and 2.14) have shown the intimate connection
between polyhedra and simplicial complexes~every compact polyhedron underlies some simplicial complex and every p.l. map between
compact polyhedra is a simplicial map between suitable complexes.
We now introduce a more general relation between complexes and
polyhedra which has the advantage of being p.l. invariant:
A triangulation of a compact polyhedron P is a pair (K,t) where
t: {Kl a P is a (p.l. as always) homeomorphism. We identify two triangulations of P if they differ by (simplicial) isomorphism, that is if

WI
1

2‘}

1'

ll

:VP

4’;
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commutes, where i: KlaK2 is an isomorphism. Notice that (K, t)
corresponds to a complex K with |K|=P if and only ift is linear on
simplexes, and we therefore call such triangulations linear. If K’<1K
then we call the triangulation (K’,t) a subdivision of (K, t). Any two
triangulations of P have a common subdivision by 2.14 applied to the
homeomorphism tglotlz |K1| a |K2|. When considering one particular
triangulation of P, we will often identify |K| with P via t, and only be
more precise when confusion is possible. For example,Thcorem 2.14 can
now be reinterpreted as a theorem about maps between triangulated
polyhedra, and similarly for the general subdivisionTheorem 2.15 below.
Subdividing Diagrams of Maps
A diagram D is a finite directed l-complex, in which each vertex is
labelled by a space and each edge by a map between the spaces at its
ends. A diagram is a tree if it is simply-connected (as a l—complex) and
is a one«way tree if each space is the domain of at most one map.

A one—way tree
Fig. 14

A tree

Exercise. Any tree may be constructed by starting with a vertex and
inductively adjoining directed edges by identifying one vertex with an

existing vertex, and any such construct is a tree.
We will consider diagrams labelled by triangulated polyhedra and
p.l. maps and use the convention mentioned above, so that we identify
a triangulated polyhedron with the complex which triangulates it. Let D
be such a diagram, a subdivision D’<1D is obtained by relabelling each
vertex by a subdivision of the original label. A diagram D is simplicial if
each map in D is simplicial.

2.15 Theorem. Let T be a one—way tree of triangulated polyhedra and
p.l. maps then T has a simplicial subdivision T'. If all the maps in T are
injective then the one—way condition may be omitted.

Subdividing Diagrams of Maps
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Proof: By induction on the number of maps in T. Find a map f:
|K| a |L| in T such that K is not involved in any other map of T and
choose a simplicial subdivision f: K’a L’. Let T* denote T with K and f
omitted and with L’ replacing L. By induction T»: has a simplicial sub-

division T; and LNG]; where L”<1L’. We can find K”<1K’ such that
f: K”—> L” is simplicial by Lemma 2.16 below and this gives a simplicial
subdivision of T, as required. In the injective case we use the same proof
except that we might have f: KeL instead of f: K aL. In this case
use Lemma 2.17 instead of 2.16.
2.16 Lemma. Suppose thatf: K —> L is simplicial and L’<i L. Then there
is K’<1 K such that f: K’a L’ is simplicial.

Proof The cell complex K”={A nf‘lBlAeK, BEL} (see 28(6))
subdivides K and f: K”—>L’ is cellular. Let K’<1K” be the simplicial
subdivision of 2.9 then f: K’—>L’ is simplicial.
2.17 Lemma. Suppose that f: La K is a simplicial injection and L’<1 L‘
Then there is K’<1 K such that f: L’a K’ is simplicial.
Proofj Identify L with f(L) and choose a point ale/Ail. for each AeK
such that A¢L. Now define K’ inductively over skeleta by the formulae
Al:
I

ai/i}
A;

A,¢L,
AieL, A;cL’.

Remark. A more economical subdivision of K extending L’ is given
later (see 3.4).

Examples and exercises
(1) The “dual” of 2.16 is false. The unit interval I is a simplex and hence
can be also considered as a complex. Let Ig be I with a new vertex at % and

let I’<II§ have a further vertex at §. Then f(0)=0, f(§)=1, f(1)=0
determines a simplicial map f: gal and there is no I”<1I so that
f: I’al” is simplicial.
(2)

The one«way condition in 2.15 cannot be dropped for consider

Here f is defined as in (1) and g is similar except that g(%)= 1. This tree
cannot be triangulated.

20
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Let f: I% HI§ be defined by f(0):0, f(l)=1 and f6 :%. Then

there is no I’<lI such that f: Fall is simplicial. Thus loops, even of
homeomorphisms, cannot in general be triangulated.

Derived Subdivisions

If in the proof of 2.17 we have L’ =Land allow L, K to be cell complexes
then K’<1 K is called a derived subdivision of K, obtained by deriving K

away from L. If L:t/} then K/ is a first derived, usually denoted K‘”, and
an r«th derived K‘” is defined inductively by K"’=(K(”“)l1’. A derived
is barycenlric ifeach a1. : xii. Note that K“) is always a simplicial complex.
Exercises

(1) Show that K‘l’:{aiuai1
(2)

ai,.l/1,-,,<“‘<A;,EK}-

Show that deriving may be described as starring A,— at a, in order of

decreasing dimension of A1.

Abstract lsomorphism of Cell Complexes
Cell complexes K, L are abstractly isomorphic if there is a bijection
j: KHL such that A<BeK implies j(A)<j(B).
2.18 Lemma. If j: K 7—» L is an abstract isomorphism of cell complexes
then there is a homeomorphism f: {Kl a IL] such that f(A)=j(A) for each
AeK.

Proof: Choose deriveds K‘“ and L”) and define the simplicial iso—
morphism f: K‘“ r—> (1’ by f(al.):bk where j(A,-)=Bk.
Notice that f may be regarded as built up by inductive use of the
cone construction.

Pseudo-Radial Projection
As promised in Chapter 1 we now prove p.l. invariance of links and stars.
Let K be a complex and let aeK be a vertex. Define
lk(a, K): {AlAeK, aAeK, a¢A}
then it is easy to see that st(a, K) is the cone a lk(a, K). Thus |st(a, K)!
and |ll<(a, K)! are an example of a link and star of a in lKl. Conversely,

Pseudo-Radial Projection

2]

given a compact polyhedron P with aeP and a star N=aL of a in P,
triangulate P»(N -L) with L a subcomplex and extend to N by taking
the cone on L from a. Then N=|st(o,K)l and L=|lk(a,K)| in this

triangulation. Therefore p.l. invariance of links and stars is a consequence
of the following lemma (in the non—compact case, consider a compact
neighbourhood of a in P):
2.19 Lemma. Suppose that f: (|K|, a)a(|L|, b) is a homeomorphism with
116 K, beL. Then there is a homeomorphism |lk(a, KHa llk(b, L)|.

Proof: Let f1: (K’, a)H(L’, b) be a simplicial subdivision of f then
lk(a, K’) is isomorphic to lk(a,L’). Therefore it suffices to show
llk(a, K’)| homeomorphic to llk(a,K)l for K’<1 K. Let the simplexes of
lk(a, K’) be A, i: l, ...,r, and let Af' be the extended cone on A. from a
defined by

Af:{}.a+,ublb€A,-, igl, ,uéO and ).+,u=l}.

Hg. 15

Then M={Ai+r\B|Belk(a,K)} is a simplicial subdivision of lkta,K).
Moreover (topological) radial projection |lk(a, K’)| a [Ml maps simplexes
homeomorphically onto simplexes and hence determines a simplicial
isomorphism by restricting to vertices. This isomorphism is referred to
as a pseudo—radial projection.
2.20

Corollary. A linear n—cell is an n—ball.

Proof. Let C be an n—cell then without loss we may suppose (C) 2 1R".
Choose 06 C and N =aL a cone e-neighbourhood ofa in C. Now Cza C
is also a star ofa in C by 2.7(6); it follows that C is homeomorphic to N
which is linearly homeomorphic to I".

22
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Fig. 16
2.21

Exercises

(1) Suppose J is a simplicial complex then |J| is an n-manifold if and
only if |lk(x, J)| is an (n~ 1) sphere or ball for each vertex e.

(2)

Prove that I"$i"+1 by induction using 2.19. Deduce that the

boundary of a manifold is well—dened.
Remark. By 2.20 a cell C is a manifold with int C: 6 and (3C: C.
This means that the two notations for interior and boundary are consistent and we will, from now on, use them interchangeably. For example
if M is any manifold then we will write either int M or M for its interior.
External Joins

Let P,QClR" be compact polyhedra then PQ is a union of joins of
simplexes by 2.1 and hence a union of cells (26(3)) and thus also a compact
polyhedron. However PQ is not a p]. invariant of P and Q since it depends
on the geometric relationship of P and Q as subsets of IR"; but in the
special case that P and Q are independent in R" we shall see that PQ is
a p]. invariant:
Subsets A, B CIR" are independent if each point in AB may be written
uniquely in the form la+ub, ,1, ”:0, l+y=1, a6 A, beB. Equivalently
A nB=¢ and the interiors of the arcs a1 b1 and a2 b2 are disjoint unless

a1=a2 and b1=b2 where a1, azeA, b1, bzeB. In particular dB is a cone
if and only if a, B are independent. We also define (Z) and any A to be
independent.
2.22

Exercises and remarks

(1) If A and B are simplexes then they are independent if and only if
their vertices form an independent set. Hence in this case AB is a simplex
of dimension dim A + dim B +1.

External Joins
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(2) If |K|, |L] are independent then define the simplicial join KL to
consist of simplexes A, B, AB for AeK, BEL. KL is then a complex of
dimension dim K + dim L +1.

Let AeK. Define 1k(A,K)={B|ABeK, AnB=¢}. Then (Al and

(3)

|lk(A, K)! are independent and st(A, K)=A lk(A, K).
(4) lff, g: A, B —+ C, D are maps between independent pairs then dene
the join t: ABa CD by t(/la+,ub)=/1f(a)+ug(b). Then the join of
simplicial maps is simplicial and hence the join of two (p.l.) maps is a
(p.l.) map.
Suppose given homeomorphisms Q31}, Qol, where B, Q, are

(5)

independent, i=0, 1, then by (4) we have a homeomorphism 13;, Q0 gPl Q.
We now define the external join of polyhedra PC 1R", Q c: lR'" denoted

P*Q<:lR"+’"+l. Let i1: PHIRH’"+1 be defined by
i1(x)=(x1,...,x,,,0,0,...,0)

by

and

izzQ—>1R"+"‘+1

i2(x)=(0,...,0,x1,...,x,,,,1).

Then i1 (P) and i2 (Q) are independent and we define P* Q=i1(P) i2 (Q).
By (5) above P * Q is homeomorphic to any independent join PQ. Given
f,g: P,Q —>R,Q1define_f*g: P*Q —>Pl>l:Q1 by (4) above.

iii?»

W"”I"!
W'I/
W
W/

We

Fig. 17. The external join of I1 and I.1

2.23

Proposition. Joins of balls and spheres obey the rules
B":|<B"=B"+‘1+1
sp*Bq:Bp+q+1

SP*S41:SP+11+1.
Proof. The first part follows from the fact that the join of two cells is
a cell. For the second half consider the independent subsets I”+1 x0,
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0><I"C1R”+"“. Their join is a cell. For the last part consider the
boundary of this example with (1 replaced by q+1.
2.24

Exercises

(1) The join operation * is associative and commutative up to a linear
isomorphism.

(2) Dene independence for a finite number of subsets A1, ...,A,, by
uniqueness of the formula of 2.1. Check that this generalises the notion
of independence for finite sets of points (defined below 2.1) and that each
join (A,‘l...A,-r)(A,-r+l
A) is independent.

(3) Show that |lk((x,y),P >< Q)l;|lk(x,P)|-4:|lk(y,Q)| and deduce from
221(1) that X x IR1 is a manifold if and only if X is a manifold.
(4)

Show that [J] is an n-manifold implies that 1k (A, J) is a ball or a

sphere of dimension n—dimA — 1.
Hint: Use induction and the fact that lk(a, lk(B, J))=lk(A, J) where
B is a top dimensional face of A and a is the opposite vertex.
(5)

Show that A *BzS" implies that both A and B are spheres.

Collars

Let PCQ be polyhedra then a collar on P in Q is an embedding

c: P X I —>Q such that c(x,0):x and such that ('(Px [0, 1)) is an open
neighbourhood ofP in Q; we also call c(P X I) a collar. We are interested
in the existence of collars. An obviously necessary condition is that the
collar should exist locally i.e. for each aeP there exist neighbourhoods
N(a, P), N(a, Q) with N(a,Q):N(a,P)XI where N(a, P) is identied
with N(a, P) x 0. This condition is also sufficient; we will prove this in
the case when P is compact:

2.25 Theorem. Suppose PCQ is locally collared and compact. "(hen
there is a collar on P in Q.

Proof Suppose QC lR’I and dene Q+ : Q ><1u P x I cIR" >< 1R1. Then
Q+ can be regarded as Q with a collar added to P “on the outside”.
We will construct a homeomorphism h: Q —+ Q+ by “pushing” along
the I-lines of P X I such that hl P—>P X0 is the identity. Then h" of
the natural collar on P x 0 in P x I gives a collar on P in Q. We will now
describe one local “push”: Let aeP and let N(a, Q) = N(a, P) X [1, 2] be the
neighbourhoods given by local collating, and assume without loss that
N(a, P):Na(P) and Na(P) X [1, 2] are stars. Then we have NAP) X [0, 2]
embedded in Q + with Na(P) identified with N, (P) x 1. Define a self
homeomorphism of Na(P)>< [0,2] by regarding it as a cone with base

Collars
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La(P) x [0, 2] UNH(P) >< 0[0, 2] and vertex (a, 1). Move the vertex from
(a, 1) down to ((13) and extend by the cone construction. Call the resulting
homeomorphism of Q +, given by extending by the identity, ha.

///'

P: P x l

PxO

Fig. 18

Now, using local collarability and compactness of P, find a set
Nu'(P) of stars, 1': 1, 2, ...,t, for each of which the local push described

above exists, and such that U(Na (P)—Lai(P)):P. Then define the
homeomorphism h’: Q+ —> Q+ to be the composition hat°hat,,°“‘°ha1a

i.e. the result of doing each push in order.
Notice that each push ha carries the point (x, s) to (x, s’) where s’gs

and 3’ <3 ifs +0 or 2 and xeNa(P)— La(P). Therefore for each xeP : P ><1
we have h’(x)=(x, t) where 0<t< 1.
Now let T: h’(Q)n P x I, i.e. the part ofP x I “ above " MP); we show
how to “stretch” T onto P><I by a homeomorphism g which is the
identity on P X] and carries h’(P) to P x0 and then, after extending g
by the identity to Q, we can dene hzgoh’. Consider the projection
p: h’(P) c P X I —> P and triangulate P by a complex K so that p is simplicial.

Then for each AEK we have the cell A+ :TnA x I; and T becomes
a cell complex by taking cells A+ with their faces. T is then abstractly
isomorphic with K XI; so the required homeomorphism is given by
2.18, and we observe that the proofof2.18 allows us to assume glP x 1 : id
and g: h’(P)—>P x0 is the obvious map.

26
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Fig. 19
Remark. More general collaring theorems will be proved in Chapter 4.
We leave it as an exercise to remove the compactness condition on P.
Hint: Dene h’ similarly, using a locally nite set of pushes. Then
construct g inductively over compact pieces.
2.26 Corollary. Let M be a manifold with 8M compact then 8M may be
collared in M.
Proof. Local collaring is implied by the denition of a manifold.
2.27

Final exercises

(1) Abstract simplicial complexes. Given a simplicial complex K we
can “abstract” the information
(i) vertex set of K
(ii) the subsets of this set which span simplexes.
This suggests dening an abstract simplicial complex to consist of

(i) a nite set K°
(ii) a family K of subsets of K0 (the simplexes)
such that

(a) if rcaeK then reK. It then follows that
(b) if 0, “(SK then aaK.

Prove that K can be realised as a simplicial complex in IR'KO"1 and
that any two realisations are isomorphic. (Hint: Realise the vertices
independently and use the exercise above 2.13 for the second half.)

(2)

Gluing. Let c, QOCQ be polyhedra and h: B)—>Q0 a homeo-

morphism. Dene PuhQ to be the (topological) space obtained by

identifying P") with Qo by h. Prove that PuhQ can be embedded as a
polyhedron in R" for some n so that the natural maps P aPuh Q and
Q —> Puh Q are p]. embeddings. (Hint: Triangulate everything and use

exercise (1).)
(3) Abstract polyhedra. Let P be a topological space and em: —vP
topological embeddings where I; are polyhedra and the e, are p.l. related
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in the sense that e;1 o e), is p]. whenever it is dened; suppose further that
P is the identication space of {1;} under ea. Then provided P is compact
it embeds as a polyhedron in R" for some n so that each ea is p.l. (H int:

Generalise the method of (2).)
(4) Periodic homeomorphisms. Let f: |K|—>|Kl be periodic (i.e. f"=id
for some n) then there is a subdivision K’<K so that f: K’—>K’ is sim—
plicial. (H int: Consider the abstract polyhedron obtained by identifying
each aeK with f(a)). (Compare examples below 2.17.)
(5) Ball complexes. Suppose that K is a nite collection of balls and
write |K| = U {BIBEK}, then K is a ball complex if

(i) |K|=disjoint U{l§lBeK}
(ii) if A, BEK then AnB is a union of balls of K.

Show that

(iii) (”A is aunion ofballs ofK for each A GK and prove a generalisation
of 2.18 for ball complexes.

(6) Dual cones. Let K be a simplicial complex and let K”) be a rst
derived and AeK. Dene the dual cone
A*(K)={a1a2...a,|A<A1<A2<---<A,EK}
and then A*(K):aA~(K), where

A~(K):{a,a2...a,|A<Al<A2<---<A,EK, AaFAl}.
Show that A~(K)§~_(lk (A, K))“) by pseudo—radial projection from a.
(7)

The dual complex. Let |J| be a manifold. Use (6) and 224(4) to

show that J*={|A*(J)|, |A*(6J)||A€J} is a ball complex.

Appendix to Chapter 2. On Convex Cells

Lemma A. (x, C) is a subspace.
Proof Let L, L’ be lines through x in (x, C) and let 7: be the plane
dened by L and L’. We show that nc<x, C) and the result follows.
Now by denition x is in the interior of arcs ab, a’b’ in Ln C, Em C
respectively. Then, by convexity, C contains the quadrilateral aa’bb’ in
7:. Any line through x in TE meets this quadrilateral in an interval containing x in its interior and hence lies in (x, C), as required.
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[2’

X

a’

L’

b

L
Fig. 20

Remark. Observe that the proof shows xe and dim(Cx)=

dim<x, C).
Lemma B. Let L be any line in IR" meeting C in the arc ab and let x, y
be any two interior points of ab then

(a, C>$<X, C>=<ya 020% C)Proof. Lc<x, C) and (y, C) by denition. Let L’<:<x, C) be a line
through x; if we show that L”, the line parallel to L’ through y, lies in
(y, C) then the middle equality follows easily. Now xeint cd with
cL’n C and by convexity C contains the triangle bed which meets
L” in an arc with y interior, showing L” c (y, C), as required.

Fig. 21

Now a similar proof shows that (a, C) C (x, C) but L ¢ (a, C) which
establishes the lemma.
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Corollary 1. Ca? Cx= Cy? Cb.
Corollary 2. IfF< C, x515" then F: Cx.
Proof F=Cy say and ye, then the line <xy> meets F in an arc
with both x and y interior so that Cx= Cy=F by Corollary 1.

Corollary 3. If F,D< C, IinD°+ then F:D.
Proof Let xelrg m 5 then F: CX=D by Corollary 2.
Corollary 4. If D<C and xeD then sDx.
Proof. D: Cy say and we have

(1)

<x, D>=<x, O n (y, C>

by denitions. But we also have
(2)

(X, C) C (ya C>

by Lemma B, since yeD and xeD, therefore
Dx=<x,D>r\D=<x,D>r\<y, C>C

=<x,C>r\<y,C>C

by(1)

=<x,C>nC:Cx

by (2).

We now prove 2.7.

Part (4).This follows at once from the last corollary since F=DX for
some x.

Part (3). For each xeC we have )6e so CzU {If‘lF< C} but this

is a disjoint union by Corollary 3. Now CzC—C which proves the
second half.
Parts (I) and (2). Part (2) follows from Part (1), since a vertex of F
is one of C by Part (4). We prove (I) by induction on n. First of all vertices
are isolated since each point aEC has a cone neighbourhood aL and
there are no vertices in aL—L other than a; so by compactness there
are only finitely many vertices. Now CDUO,1)1, ...,v, by convexity and

we have to prove the inclusion the other way. Let xeC and ab be the
arc Ln C containing x for some line L. Then a,beC and hence lie in
proper faces, for which our induction hypothesis holds. Therefore
a, bev0 vl
v, since the vertices of the faces of C are vertices of C by (4).
Then abcvovl...v, by convexity of the latter and xevo v1...v,, as
required.
Part(5). Let x€(Fr\D)" then by Corollary4 15‘ss so that
CcmD. But <x,C>3<x,Fr\D> since CDFnD and this implies
CXDFrxD.
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Part (6). By convexity CDxB so let ye C, yaEx and continue the
are x y in C as far as possible past y and let the end point be 2. Then
x¢<z, C) for otherwise 2 is in the interior of (x y) n C. Therefore x¢ Cz

and ZECZCB. We have shown xBD C and it remains to show x3 is a
cone. But if xyz is an arc with y, 263 then xeBy, by denition, so xeB
which is a contradiction.
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Full Subcomplexes
Suppose LCK are simplicial complexes. Dene the simplicial map
fL: K—iI by setting fL(v)=0 for vertices veL and fL(v)=1 for other
vertices. We then have cL‘1(0)c:K and we say that L is full in K if
L:_fL‘1(0). We write LeK if L is a full subcomplex of K. As immediate
consequences of the denition we observe:
3.1

(a) fL"(1)eK
(b) LeK implies TnLeT for any TcK.
We will need the following easy criteria for fullness.

3.2

Exercise. Suppose LCK then the following are equivalent:

(a)

LeK

(h)

each simplex of K meets L in a face, possibly empty

(0)

no simplex of K —L meets L in its whole boundary.

3.3 Lemma. (a) If LCK then there is a subdivision K’<1K such that
LeK’.
(b) If LeK and K’<1 K inducing L’<IL then L’eK’.

Proof. (a) Form K’ by starring each simplex A 6K — L, which meets L
in its whole boundary, at any interior point. The result then follows from
3.2(c) since if AEK’wL and ACL then ACK implying AeK which
contradicts AeK’ since A should have been starred (see Fig. 22).

Let K

Fig. 22

(b) follows easily from 3.2(b).
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Exercise. LeK and L’<1L. Then there is K’<1K with L’cK’ and

no new vertices in K ’*L’.

Remark. 3.3 and 3.4 give an alternative proof of 2.17 with a considerably more economical subdivision.
Derived Neighbourhoods
Suppose LCK. Dene the simplicial neighbourhood of L in K

N(L, K)={A|AeK, A<B, Bn|LH=¢}
i.e. the smallest subcomplex of K which is also a topological neighbourhood ofL in K. Define the simplicial complement of L in K

C(L,K):={AIAEK, An|L|=¢}.
Then C(L, K)=_ [1(1) and K:N(L, K)u C(L, K). Dene N(L,K)=
N(L, K)n C(L, K) and then:

3.5 N(L, K)eN(L, K) by 3.1.
A subdivision K’ <1 K obtained by deriving K away from Lu C(L, K)
is said to be a derived of K near L. Then K’ is obtained from K by deriving
simplexes which meet |L| but are not in L.
Exercise. LeK’ where K’ is derived near L.
Now suppose LeK and K’ is a derived of K near L. Then N(L, K’)
is a derived neighbourhood of L in K. Given two deriveds of K near L,

K1 and K2, then:
3.6 the canonical isomorphism 3: K1 —> K2 carries N(L, K1) onto
N(L, K2) and is the identity on Lu C(L, K).
Next define IE<II by introducing a vertex at s; where 0<s< 1. Then
the cell complex
NJL, K)={A mflllAeK, B<[0,c]}
is called the e—neighbourhood of L in K. If we define a derived K’ of K
near L by choosing the new vertices on f“l(c) then it is easy to see that
N(L, K’)<1NE(L, K) (see Fig. 23).
3.7 Lemma. Suppose LeK and K1<1K inducing L1<1L. Then there are
deriveds K’, K; of K, Kl near L, L1 so that |N(L, K’)|=|N(L1, K;)|.
Proof." Choose r:>0 sufficiently small that fL"[0,s;] contains no
vertices of Kl—Ll. Dene K’ and K; by choosing all the new vertices

on fL’1(5) and then we have
N(Ll, K’1)<1NE(L, K)I>N(L, K’).

Regular Neighbourhoods
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Fig. 23

Regular Neighbourhoods
Now suppose X c Y are polyhedra, with X compact, and that K
triangulates a neighbourhood of X in Y with |L| 2X where LGK, and
that K’ is a derived of K near L. We then have a derived neighbourhood
N (L, K’) and the underlying polyhedron N =|N (L, K’)l is said to be a
regular neighbourhood of X in Y. Existence of regular neighbourhoods
follows from 2.2 (for nding a compact neighbourhood of X in Y)
and 3.3(a). Uniqueness is proved in the next theorem; a stronger result
(uniqueness up to isotopy) will be proved later.
3.8

Theorem. If N1, N2 are regular neighbourhoods of X in Y then there

is a homeomorphism h: Y —> Y which carries N1 onto N2 and is the identity
on X and outside some compact subset of Y.
Proof. By denition M=|N(Li,K’i)| for i=1,2 where LieKi and
K triangulates a neighbourhood of X in Y. By 2.15 there is a triangulation

KO of IKIIUIKZI which contains subdivisions of both K1 and K2.
Then LOeKO by 3.3(b) and N(LO, K5) is a derived neighbourhood. But
by Lemma 3.7 and the canonical uniqueness of derived neighbourhoods
(3.6) we have |N(L0,K())|;|N(Li,K;)|-—-Ni for i=1,2 and it only
remains to observe that each homeomorphism, being a composition
of isomorphisms (3.6), keeps X and the complement of a compact
neighbourhood of X in Y xed and therefore extends by the identity
to the required homeomorphism of Y
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3.9 Corollary. Suppose X c Y is locally collarable and X is compact
then a regular neighbourhood ofX in Y is a collar.

Proof. By 3.8 and 2.25 it sufces to consider L=K >< 0CK® I
where K® I denotes K X I subdivided as in 2.9. But

IN.(L,K®1)|=|KI><[0,8]Regular Neighbourhoods in Manifolds
Now suppose X CM is a compact polyhedron in the manifold M.

3.10 Proposition. A regular neighbourhood N of X in M is a compact
manifold with boundary. IcintM then 0N=|N(L, K')|.

Proof. It sufces to consider an a-neighbourhood NJL, K). Let
xeN, then xE/f for AEK and A meets L; choose a vertex veA nLand
consider slst(v,K)lnN, then since xeinterior of lst(v,K)| in |K|
we have xeinterior of BU in N. But slst(v, MM is a star of v in M
and hence a ball. It follows that there is a coordinate neighbourhood
for N at x.
For the last part observe that NcintM and N is the frontier of N
in M.
Exercise. Use exercise 224(3) to give an alternative proof for 3.10
after observing that f;1 [8, r] for 0<8< r<1 is a cell complex abstractly

isomorphic with N5 x I.

We now come to the crucial simplicial neighbourhood theorem (3.11)
which enables one to recognise regular neighbourhoods in the absence
of a triangulation extending beyond the neighbourhood itself.
3.11 Theorem (S.N.T.). Suppose X is a compact polyhedron in the
interior of the manifold M and that N is a neighbourhood of X in intM.

Then N is a regular neighbourhood ifand only if
(i)

N is a compact manifold with boundary

(ii)

there are triangulations (K, L, J) of(N, X, 6N) with LeK, K = N(L, K)

and J=N(L, K).
Proof If N is a regular neighbourhood then conditions (i) and (ii)
follow at once from definition and 3.10. The converse is proved by a
short induction on n=dimM together with Corollaries 3.12 to 3.14.
Assume S.N.T. in dimension n.
3.12,I

Corollary. Suppose B"cintM" is a ball and xeintB". Then B"

is a regular neighbourhood ofx in M.
Proof. We can take B to be an n—simplex and define K by starring at x.

Regular Neighbourhoods in Manifolds
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3.13,I Corollary. Suppose B"CS" is a ball in a sphere then c1(S"~B")
is a ball.
Proof. We can take S"=/i where A is an (n+1)—simplex. Then intB
meets C‘ for some n—simplex C<A; choose xeénintB then B and C

are both regular neighbourhoods ofx in A by 3.12 and so by uniqueness
(3.8) we can take B: C. But cl(/i—C)=st(a,A), where a is the vertex
opposite C, is a ball by 2.23.
3'14n+1 Corollary. If QcintM are (n+1)—manifolds then c1(M—Q) is
an (n+ l)-manifold.

Proof. For peaQ we have lk(p,cl(M—Q))=cl(lk(p, Q)——lk(p,M))
which is a ball by 3.13".
Finally to complete the induction we show

3.14,,+1 2 S.N.T.,,+1:
Let K’ be a derived of K near L and N1=|N(L,K’)l. Then K’ is also
derived near J and JeK by 3.5, so that C1=|N(J,K')l is a regular

neighbourhood of N in N and hence a collar by 3.9; moreover C1:
C(L,K’) so that C1=cl(N——N1). Let K” be K’ derived near L and
N2=|N(L,K”)|, C2=c1(N1—N2) which is a collar for similar reasons.
Finally cl(Q~N) is a manifold by 3.14 and hence there is a collar C3
on N in cl(Q—N) by 2.25 (see Fig. 24).

Fig. 24
Then C: C2 u C1 u C3§N X [0, 3] and using a homeomorphism A
of [0, 3] to itself such that 1|{0, 3}=id and l(1)=2 we have a homeo-

morphism h of C such that hlaCzid and h(C2)=C2UC1. 11 extends
by the identity to a homeomorphism of M which throws N1 onto N
hence showing that N is a regular neighbourhood.
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Exercise. Generalise the simplicial neighbourhood theorem to the
case when M is a polyhedron. In place of condition (i), assume that N
is a compact polyhedron with N a collarable subpolyhedron and that

c1(M—N) is collarable at N as well.
3.15 Corollary. Suppose B?’IC6B;' are balls for i=1,2 (say 35'” is
a face of B?) then any homeomorphism of B’f‘l with 3;" extends to a
homeomorphism of B; with BE.
Proof. By 3.13 cl(6B’;—B}"1) is a ball and the result follows by two

applications of 1.10; rst extend to OB’; then to B? itself.
3.16 Corollary. The union of two balls which meet in a common face
is a ball.
Proof. By 3.15 applied twice, the union is homeomorphic to
S°*B"‘1§B".
3.17 Corollary. Let M be a manifold with compact boundary then a
collar on 6M in M is a regular neighbourhood.
Proof. Consider the double of M, DM which is obtained by gluing
a copy MO of M to M along (3M. Then MacintDM and we can apply

the S.N.T. But the collar determines a neighbourhood of M0 in DM
which can be triangulated by Ju K®I where (M0, 6M)=(|J|, |K x 0|);
by the S.N.T. this is a regular neighbourhood and restricting to M we
see that the collar is a regular neighbourhood of 8M in M.

3.18 Corollary (Regular neighbourhood collaring theorem). Suppose
NlcintN2 are two regular neighbourhoods of X in intM. Then

cl(N2—N1);N1XI.
Proof. There is a regular neighbourhood N1’ of X in M so that
cl(N2 ——N1') is a collar, by the proof of the S.N.T. Then, by the S.N.T.,

N1 and N1’ are both regular neighbourhoods of X in intN2 and hence
there is a homeomorphism of int N2, which is the identity outside a
compact set, carrying N1 to M. This extends by the identity to N2 and
hence carries cl(N2 —N1) onto cl(N2 ~Nl’).

3.19

Corollary (Combinatorial annulus theorem). Given n—balls A

and B with AcintB then cl(B——A)§S"‘1 X 1.
Proof. By 3.12 A and B are both regular neighbourhoods of xeintA
in any manifold M with BcintM.
3.20 Exercise. Use 3.19 to prove that lR";S"—one point (Exercise
19(5)) by writing both IR" and S"——point as a union of nested n—balls.

Isotopy Uniqueness of Regular Neighbourhoods
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Isotopy Uniqueness of Regular Neighbourhoods
The idea of sliding Y over itself gives rise to the notion of “an isotopy
of Y”. Composing with an embedding of X in Y we have an “ambient
isotopy of X in Y”. An “isotopy of X in Y” corresponds to the idea
of sliding X about in Y without moving Y The problem of determining

when an isotopy of X in Y is ambient (i.e. when a given movement
of X in Y can be realised by moving Y) is discussed in the next chapter.
3.21

Denitions

(1)

A map F: X XI—> YXI is level-preserving if F(XX t)cYXt for

(2)

An isotopy of Y is a level preserving homeomorphism H: YX I —+

each tel. We can then dene F,: X —> Y by F(x, t)=(F,(x), t).

Y X I such that HO 2 id. We say that H1 is the nishing homeomorphism
of the isotopy and that H1 is ambient isotopic to the identity.
(3) An isotopy ofX in Yis a level-preserving embedding F: X X I —> Y X I
and we say that the embeddings F0 and F1 are isotopic. We say that

H covers F if F=H 0 (F0 X id) in other words if
XXI

F953 +YXI

X /

commutes.

YX I

(4) An ambient isotopy is an isotopy which is covered by some isotopy
of Y and we say F0, F1 are ambient isotopic. (This extends the usage
of “ambient” in (2).) We also say that the subsets FO (X) and F1(X) are
ambient isotopic.
(5) An isotopy, ambient isotopy, etc., xes a subset VcX if
F| VX I=F0 X il X I and we say F has support in U, or is supported

by U, if F fixes X——U. We also say F is mod VifF xes V.
Remark. An isotopy between homeomorphisms is ambient if and
only if it is itself a homeomorphism.

Exercise. “ Isotopy” and “ambient isotopy” are equivalence relations
on the set of embeddings of X in Y.
3.22 Proposition. (i) Let B", C" be balls and h0,h1: B" —>C" homeomorphisms which agree on B", then ho, h1 are ambient isotopic mod E".
(ii) Suppose M is a manifold with compact boundary, then any isotopy
of 0M extends to one ofM with support in a collar of 6M.
Proof. (i) (Alexander trick). We can take B": 0'21" and construct
the required homeomorphism H of I" X I as follows.
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H1 2 111

H0 2 ho ’

HII" x I=(h0|I") >< id
H(x)=x

where x=(0,%)el" X I

and HII" x I is dened by conical extension from x (see Fig. 25).

;\\

//\\
ho
Fig. 25

(ii) Choose a collar (2: 6MXI—»M and extend H to im(c) by
H,’(x,s)={

(11,7506), S)
(X, S)

for Sgt
for Sgt

where s is the coordinate for the collar and t the coordinate for the
isotopy. Extend to the rest of M by the identity.
3.23 Corollary. Let K be a cell complex and f: |K| —+|K| a homeo—
morphism which carries each cell of K into itself. Then f is ambient isotopic
to the identity keeping xed any subcomplex L on whichfis already the
identity.
Proof. Isotopef I C for C EK to the identity by induction on dimension
of C using 3.22(i); extend each isotopy to higher dimensional cells by
repeated use of 3.22 (ii) with M a ball.
3.24

Regular neighborhood theorem. Suppose N1 and N2 are regular

neighbourhoods ofX in Y then there is an isotopy H of Yxed on X and
of compact support carrying N1 onto N2 (H1(Nl)=N2). Moreover if Y is
a manifold and Xcint Y then we can assume further that H is xed on
any regular neighbourhood Nc(intN1r\intN2) and outside any open

neighbourhood U of N1 U N2.
Proof For the rst part observe that the uniqueness Theorem 3.9
provided a homeomorphism which was a composition of isomorphisms
of deriveds and the required isotopy is provided by 3.23. For the second

Remarks on Simple Homotopy Type
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half we have Ci=cl(N,-—N) a collar for i=1,2 by 3.18 and hence C,-

is a regular neighbourhood of N in U—intN by 3.17. So by the rst
part there is an isotopy of U —intN of compact support and fixed
on N carrying C1 to C2; extending by the identity gives the required

isotopy of M.
Exercise. Prove the stronger part of 3.24 for polyhedra in polyhedra
using the S.N.T. for polyhedra.

Collapsing
We now turn to the classical treatment of regular neighbourhoods

based on collapsing. For most applications the treatment we have
given so far, based on the simplicial neighbourhood theorem, is all
that is needed (for instance the nal sections of this chapter); however
collapsing is a very useful tool and has strong connections with torsion
(see Appendix B).
Denition. Suppose X D Y are polyhedra and that X = YU B" and
Y0 B"=a face 3"”. Then we say that there is an elementary collapse
of X on Y, and write X m Y. The collapse is across B" onto B"‘1 from
the complementary face C"‘1=cl(dB"—B"‘1), see Fig. 26.

We say X collapses on Y and write X \. Y if there is a sequence

of elementary collapses X=X0 Si X1 §i~-\\4 X": Y. If Y is a point we
say X is collapsible and write X \. 0.
Remarks on Simple Homotopy Type
If X \. Ythen YCX is a homotopy equivalence since there is a deforma—
tion retraction r: X —> Y given by deforming each of the balls B" onto
the face 8"“. Therefore a sequence of collapses and their inverses

X0\.X1./X2\.X3./-~\.Xn
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determines a homotopy equivalence XO —+X" which is called a simple
homotopy equivalence. Simple homotopy equivalence is then an
equivalence relation on polyhedra and the equivalence classes are called
simple homotopy types. For example the house with two rooms (see
Chapter 1 for a picture) has the simple homotopy type of a point—rst
thicken all the walls in IR3 (this is the inverse of a collapse) and observe
that the result is a 3-ball, which collapses in 3 steps. In general a homotopy

equivalence h: X —+ Y determines a torsion element r(h)eWh(7t1(X))
which is zero if and only if h is simple; see Appendix B.
Examples of collapses
(1) B" collapses in n steps since it collapses on B’”1 which collapses
inductively in (n— 1) steps.
(2) Let X be compact and C(X) denote the cone on X, then C(X) \. 0.
For write X =|K| and collapse C (A) from A for AeK inductively in
order of decreasing dimension. A similar proof shows C (X )\. C (X0)

for any X0 cX.
(3)

If X\.0 then C(X)\.X for if X§x Y then C(X)§x C(Y)UX by

collapsing C(B") from C(C"‘1).
(4) IfX is compact and Y\. Y0 then X x Y\. X x Y0. For write X=|Kl
and assume without loss of generality that Ym Y0 across B" from
0'“; then X x Y \. X x Y0 by inductively collapsing A x B" from

A X C"’1 for AEK.
(5)

Trails. Let X \. Y and suppose PcX is a compact polyhedron

then there is a compact polyhedron P+:>P such that X \. P+ L) Y and
dim P+ §dimP +1 called a trail of P under the collapse. P+ is constructed
inductively as follows. Suppose X,- m Xi+1 across B" onto B"‘1 and R
has been constructed. Choose a homeomorphism h: (B”, B”‘1)—+

(B"‘1>< I, B"'1 X 0) by 3.15 and define Pi+1=Piuh’1 (shadow h(BnB")),
where shadow(T) for TCBMIXI is dened by (x,t)eshadow(T) if
and only if (x, s)eT for some Sgt. Then

dimPi+1=
<dimR+1

and

dimPi+l mX.1+1:
<dimPi;

moreover XiuPi \. Xi+1UPi+1 since 8""1 X I\. B"’1>< Ousha'dow(T)
by the proof of (4).
Shelling
Now suppose that Mc are n-manifolds and M\ M1 across B"

from 0‘1 onto 3"“. Then we must have B"’IC6M1 and C"‘1c6M.
A collapse of this type is an elementary shelling and a sequence of such
collapses is a shelling.
3.25 Lemma. If M shells to M1 then there is a homeomorphism h: M —> M1
which is the identity outside an arbitrary neighbourhood ofM—Ml.

Shelling
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Proof. It is sufcient to prove this for an elementary shelling. Let

M=M1uB", MlnB"=B"‘1. Choose a collar 6 on (3M1 in M1 then
c(B"‘1 X I) is a ball D" and B" and D" meet in the common face 8"”.
By a suitable choice of c we may suppose that D" is in the neighbourhood.

Let D"“1 be the complementary face of D". Then idlD’”l extends to
a homeomorphism of B"UD" with D" by 3.15. This extends by the
identity to the required homeomorphism of M with M1.

The connection between collapsing and regular neighbourhoods is
contained in the next theorem. We postpone the proof until after the
corollaries.
3.26 Theorem. Suppose XCM is a compact polyhedron and that X \ Y.
Then a regular neighbourhood ofX in M shells to a regular neighbourhood
of Y in M.
3.27

Corollary. If X \0 then a regular neighbourhood of X is a ball.

Proof. The regular neighbourhood of a point is a ball.
3.28

Corollary. A collapsible manifold is a ball.

Proof. It is a regular neighbourhood of itself in itself and is therefore
a ball by 3.27.
3.29

Corollary. If X CintM and X \. Y then a regular neighbourhood

of X is a regular neighbourhood of Y.
Proof. They are homeomorphic mod Y by 3.25 and so the result
follows from the S.N.T.
3.30 Corollary (Collapsing criterion for regular neighbourhoods). Let
N be a neighbourhood ofX in int M. Then N is regular ifand only if
(i)
(ii)

N is a compact manifold with boundary,
N \. X.
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Proof. Suppose N is regular then we have to prove (ii). Take N to
be an s-neighbourhood and collapse each cell Anf’1[0,s] from the
face A nf”1(£), for AeK, in order of decreasing dimension.
Conversely, suppose N \. X and let N1 be a regular neighbourhood
of N in intM, then N1 is a regular neighbourhood of X by 3.28 and
C1 = cl(N1 — N) is a collar by 3.9. Choose another regular neighbourhood
N' of X in intN1 then C2=cl(N1—N’) is a collar by 3.18. Then C1 and
C2 are both regular neighbourhoods of N1 in N1 —X and the uniqueness
theorem gives a homeomorphism of N1 modX throwing C1 onto C2
and hence N onto N’ proving that N is regular, as required.
Proof of Theorem 3.25. Suppose the result true if the collapses are

across balls of dimension <n. By induction on the length of the collapse
we may assume X kl Y, and that X: YUB"’1><I with B"’1><In Y:
B"‘1>< 0. Now choose triangulations J, K, Lof M, X, Y so that LeKeJ.
Now subdivide K further so that the projection p: B’”1 x I —> I is
simplicial with respect to some linear triangulation of I, having vertices
0=SO<81<82<---<8q=l; see Fig. 28.

Fig. 28

By 3.4 we can extend this triangulation to a subdivision of J without
destroying the fullness properties. Now the collapse X m Y decomposes
into q collapses across the balls p‘1[£i,gi +1], so that without loss of
generality we may assume LeKeJ and K has no vertices in

B"‘1XI—B"’1 Xi (i.e. q=l). Now choose a rst derived subdivision
of J so that simplexes which meet p415 are derived along p46),
see Fig. 29.
Now it is easyto see that N(K’, J’)=N(L’, J’)UN(L’1,J’) where L1 is
the subcomplex triangulating B’”1 X 1. From Corollary 3.27 and in—
duction we see that N(L’1,J’) is an m-ball. We claim that W=N(L’, J’)n

N(L’1,J’) is a regular neighbourhood of p46) in N(L’1,J’) and is there—
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Fig. 29
fore an (m—1)-ball, again by 3.27 and induction. The theorem then
follows.
To see the claim, consider the simplicial map f : J 4A2 dened
by f(L1)=0, f(L)=1 and f(other vertices)=2. Here A2 is a 2-simplex
with vertices {0, 1, 2}. Derive A2 as shown in Fig. 30; then we can assume

that J’ was chosen so thatf: J’ —>(A2)’ is simplicial. Then W=f_1(b c),
and W is obtained from f‘1(ac) by deriving on f “1(b). It follows that
W is a regular neighbourhood, as required.

Fig. 30

Orientation

In this section we use regular neighbourhood theory to give a geometric treatment of orientation. It is convenient to use a result from
algebraic topology (in fact this dependence on algebraic topology

can be eliminated, see 335(7)). Let r”: I"—>I’l be reflection in the x1direction i.e.
3.31

rn(x1,...,x,,)=(—x1,x2,...,x").

(See Appendix A). r": 61"-> 61” is not homotopic to the identity.

3.32 Theorem. Let h: 01"» 61" be a homeomorphism. Then h is ambient
isotopic to one of id or r".
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Combining the last two results we see that there are exactly two
ambient isotopy classes of homeomorphisms of an n-sphere. To prove
the theorem we need to know how to move points around in a manifold:

3.33 Lemma (homogeneity of manifolds). Let M be connected and
p, qeintM then there is an isotopy omod (3M carrying p to q.
Proof If M21" then the cone construction provides a homeomorphism of M mod 6M carrying p to q and the result follows from
3.22(i). For the general case let U be the set of points in intM which
can be reached from p by an isotopy of M mod (3M. Since each point in
intM has a ball neighbourhood, U is open in M. For similar reasons
intM— U is open in M. Therefore UzintM.
Proof of Theorem 3.32. The proof is by induction on n. The result
is obvious for n=1. Let F<I" be the face xnzl and ae. Then we
can assume h(a)=a by 3.33 and that h(F)=F by the regular neighbourhood theorem. Now F is a translate of I "‘1 and h | (3F is ambient isotopic

to either id or r",l by induction. This isotopy extends to (31" by two
applications of 3.22(ii) and the result now follows by 3.22(i) applied
to each of F, cl(0I"~F).

3.34 Disc theorem. Let M be a connected n—manifold and hi, h 2: I " -> int M
embeddings. Then hl is ambient isotopic to one of h2 or h2 o r".

Proof By 3.33 we may assume that h1(0):h2(0) and, by the regular

neighbourhood theorem, that h1(I") = h2 (1"). Then h;1 0 [hi BI" is ambient
isotopic to one of id or r" by 3.32. Composing with h2 gives an ambient
isotopy of h,(dl") which extends to M by two applications of 3.22(ii).

h1 now agrees with one of h2 or h2 or,l on (31" and the result follows
from 3.22 (i).
The disc theorem shows that in a connected manifold M there are
either one or two ambient isotopy classes of embeddings of I" in int M,
and for n>1 we define M" to be orientable if there are two Classes and
non-orientable if there is only one. For n=0, a connected O-manifold
(a point) is regarded by convention as having two orientations + and —.
An orientation for an orientable manifold M is a choice of isotopy class
and if h: I" —> intM is in this class then we say h orients M. An oriented
manifold is a manifold with a choice of orientation. If g: M—>M is
a homeomorphism then g is orientation—preserving if goh is isotopic
to h for each h: I" —> M; otherwise h is orientation-reversing.

3.35 Examples and remarks
(1) To show that M is non-orientable it is sufcient to nd one
embedding h: I"—>intM" such that h is ambient isotopic to h o r", for
by the disc theorem any embedding is isotopic to one of h or horn.
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(2) Spheres are orientable for if the identity on F <i" is ambient
isotopic to ra then by 3.22(i) applied to cl(I"'—F) we have idldl"
isotopic to rnldl" contradicting 3.31. The inclusion Fci" defines a
standard orientation for i".
(3) A homeomorphism of 61" is isotopic to the identity if and only
if it preserves orientation. For r,I clearly reverses it.

(4)

If M" is orientable and Mc" then M0 is orientable, moreover

any orientation of M restricts to one of M0 by considering those
embeddings whose images lie in intMO. For example, I" has a standard
orientation by (2).

(5)

If M=UUV, where U and V are open with UaHJ, and U

and V are oriented so that the restricted orientations agree on U n V,
then M is oriented by the orientations of U and V. We leave the proof
as an exercise, to show that no embedding is isotopic to its reection,
split the isotopy into parts each of which takes place in either U or V.
(6) If M is orientable then so is GM for consider h: I"‘1 —> 6M. Then
using a collar of 6M we can dene h: I”->intM by
h(x1,x2, ...,x,,)=c(h(x1, ...,x"_1),

3+x")

4

.

In other words, h is h pushed in along c.

Fig. 31

Then if h is ambient isotopic to h o r"_1 then h is ambient isotopic
to h o r" by taking the product isotopy on im(c) and extending to M

by 3.22(ii).
If u is an orientation for M then one of h or ho_rn_leu and the class

of h such that heu is the induced orientation for 6M. For n=1 there
is only one choice for h and induced orientation on OM is given by the
convention that orientation is + if and only if heu.
(7) We have used 3.31 essentially only once in our treatment of orientation (to show that spheres and balls are orientable). However there is a
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direct proof of this fact provided by remark (5) above and exercise (6)
below. Thus orientation makes sense without any appeal to algebraic
results.
Exercises
(1) Prove that if M is a manifold with boundary and h1,h2: (1"“x I,
I"‘1 x 0)—>(M, 6M) are two embeddings, then 111 is ambient isotopic to

one of h2 or hzo(rni1 >< id).
Hint: Examine the proof of 3.32 and relativise each step (see Chapter 4
for more general methods).
(2) Deduce from (1) that the induced orientation for 6M is independent

of the collar used, since it is determined by E: I"‘1 x I —>M defined by

Fl(x, t)=c(h x, t).
(3) Dene a local orientation at xeM to be an orientation for a coordinate neighbourhood of x. Use the proof of 3.33 to show how to
“transport” a local orientation along an arcoc in M.
(4) Prove that the end result of (3) depends only on the homotopy
class of a rel endpoints. Then define a homomorphism w: 7'c1(M)-»Z2
by transporting an orientation around a loop and comparing the result
with the original orientation. Deduce that a simply-connected manifold
is orientable.
(5) Show that M is orientable if and only if M x IR1 is orientable.
Hint: Cover M by balls so that orientations agree on overlaps.
(6) Give a proof that IR" is orientable as follows:
(a) GL(p, R) has at least two path components detected by sign of
determinant.
(b) Let f: I" —* 1R" be an embedding and suppose that I" is triangulated
so that f is linear on simplexes. Consider the differential of f on each
n-simplex of I" and show that the sign of det(df) does not alter at an
(n — 1)-simplex.
(c) Deduce the result by considering an isotopy I” X I —>lR" x I as an

embedding of I"+1 in 111"“.
Connected Sums

Then Ml 21+. M2 is formed by identifying M1

-

Suppose M1, M2 are connected oriented n—manifolds. We form an oriented
n-manifold M14vl=M2 called the connected sum of M1 and M2 as follows.
Choose embeddings hi: I" -> Ml. i = 1, 2 in the given orientation classes.

hl (int 1") with M2 — h2 (int 1")

along h1 (i") and h2(i") by the homeomorphism h = h2 o rnohl“: h,i"—>h2i".

It is easy to see that M1 4v|=M2 is a manifold which could also have been
obtained by identifying collars on hi(I"') with one of the directions reversed.

Then the orientations of M1 and M2 agree on the overlap, since h reverses
orientation, and we have a well defined orientation on M1 4* M2 by
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335(5). The disc theorem shows that this construction is independent
of the choice of the embeddings hi.

3.36

Exercises

(1) Show that if one of M1 or M2 is not orientable then there is a well
dened connected sum M14vl=M2 which is not orientable.
(2)

Show that 21+ is associative and commutative up to homeomorphism

and that S" is a unit.
We now give an application of connected sums.

Schiinflies Conjecture
Suppose S”“cS" are spheres, then the closures of the components of

S"—S"‘1 are n-balls.
Remark. It follows from duality (see Appendix A) that S"—S”‘1 has
precisely two components. However, an elementary proof can be given.
We leave this to the reader.
Now let T be the closure of a component; then we have tw0 problems:
(1) Is Ta manifold?
(2) Given that Tis a manifold, is Ta ball?
From 3.14, Tis a manifold if and only if the other closure is a manifold
and looking at the link of a point in 8"“ we see that (1) is equivalent
to the Schonllies conjecture in dimension n— 1. To avoid this inductive
dependence we dene S"“‘c:S" to be locally at if the closures of the
components are manifolds (we have more general notions of local flatness
in Chapter 4) and restate the problem as follows.
3.37

Problem. Suppose S"“<:S" is locally at then are the closures of

the components of S"—S"‘1 n-balls?
In this form the answer is known to be “yes” for n=l=4. For n§3
there is a direct geometrical argument (see bibliography) and for ng5
it follows from the Poincare theorem, since TLaJ B" is a homotopy sphere
(in fact a topological sphere by 3.39 below). This leaves the case n=4
still unsolved at the time of writing. This shows, by the inductive proof
sketched above, that the Schonies conjecture is true for n§3 but unsolved for ng4 and that the only obstruction to the solution of the conjecture lies in dimension 4.
We give a partial solution to 3.37:

3.38

Weak Schiinies theorem. Let T be the closure of a component

of the complement of a locally at S"‘1 in S" and let peintT. Then

T—pgS"“1 l+.
3.39

Corollary. T is topologically an n-ball.
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Proof Identify S"“’><lR+ with I"—0 and dene the topological
homeomorphism h: T—>I" to be the given homeomorphism on T— p
and dene h(p)=0.
Proof of 3.38. Choose q"—Tthen by 3.20 we can identify S"—q
with IR" and we have TClR". Now let a T be T shrunk linearly towards
p by a factor 8>0 chosen so small that aTcintT We will show that
cl(T—sT) is a collar and then

T—p=Cl(T—8T)Ucl(8 T—a2 T)U--28"" ><[0,1]US"”><[1,2]u---

= 8"“1 x 1R+
as required.

Fig. 32
Now dene manifolds M1=B'1'U T M2=T’UB’2', and W: Bfu
cl(T—8T)UB§, where 631 is identied with (37: 832 with aT’ and
833 with 68 T Then clearly

M,#M2 :3”.
Now W:1:,£M1 can be thought of as removing B’; and replacing by T.
But T and ST are canonically homeomorphic. So W#M1 can also
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be thought of as replacing 33' by RT this yields B'l'u T i.e. M1. We have
proved

W#M1=M1.

Add M2 to both sides:

(W#M1)#M2=M1#M2.
Then by exercise 3.36 we have W#S"=S", which implies W=S”. It

follows that c1(T—sT) is obtained from S" by removing disjoint balls
and hence is a collar by 3.13 and 3.19.
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In this chapter we recast the last two chapters for pairs of polyhedra
and manifolds. The proofs of the extended results will often be essentially
the same as those of the original results and in this case we will refer
back and merely sketch the changes; if the changes are obvious the
proof will be omitted. We give two applications to isotopies. The first
concerns “cellular moves” and will be used in the next chapter to prove
basic unknotting theorems. The second application is to the general
isotopy extension theorem, and is given in the nal section of the chapter;
this theorem will not be used again in the book and this section may
be omitted or read at any later stage if the reader wishes.
Denitions
A pair of polyhedra (P, [3) is a polyhedron P with a subpolyhedron
IcP. A map of pairs f: (P,I{,)—>(Q, Q0) is a (p.l.) map f: P—»Q such
thatf (1%,) (2 Q0. If P and P0 are manifolds of dimension q and n respectively
then (P, 1%)) is a (q, n)—manifold pair denoted (Q, M), (Qq,Q"), Qq‘" etc.
The codimension of Q“ is q—n. If Q" and Q" are both spheres then
Q“ is a sphere pair and if both are balls then it is a ball pair. A manifold
pair Q“ is proper if Q"r\8Qq=6Q", and then the boundary (q,(3Q")
or 6Q“ is a (q—1,n—1)—manifold pair. A proper manifold pair is
locally flat if each point peQ" has a neighbourhood in Q“ homeomorphic as a pair with an open set in IR‘r’", where IRE” is the pair

1R1 x0clR"+, and then it is clear that 8Q“ is also locally at. The
standard (4, n)—ball pair is Iq’"=(I", I" x 0) and 61“”+1 is the standard
(q, n)-sphere pair. A ball or sphere pair is unknotted if it is homeomorphic
with the appropriate standard pair.
Links and Stars

Joins and cones of pairs are dened in the obvious way. A star pair

of aeR, is a pair (N, No) of stars in (P, 13)) such that (N, No) is a cone
pair (a L, aLO) and then (L, L0) is a link pair. Existence of star and link
pairs follows from 1.2 (choose the smaller 6) and p.l. invariance from
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the proof of 2.19 which provides a homeomorphism of pairs. As
corollaries we have
4.1

Corollary (Cf. 2.20). A proper cell pair is an unknotted ball pair.

Proof Let C“ be the cell pair and aeC". Without loss assume
Cq'"clR"'". Choose a cone s~neighbourhood (N, N0)=(aL,aL0) then
C“ and (N, No) are both star pairs of a in C“, while the latter pair
is linearly homeomorphic to the standard pair.

4.2

Corollary (cf. 2.21 (1)). Suppose J 3J0 are simplicial complexes then

(|J|, IJOI) is a proper locally unknotted manifold pair if and only if
(|lk(x, J)|, |lk(x, J0)|) is an unknotted ball or sphere pair for each vertex
xe J.
4.3

Proposition (cf. 2.23). Joins of sphere and ball pairs obey the rules
Blur * Bp’,q’=Bp+p’+l,q+q'+1
Bp,q * sp’,q’:Bp+p’+l.q+q’+l

Spur,k Sp’,q’:Sp+p’+Lq+q’+l

(where q: —1 or q’= —1 means the pair (Big) eta). Moreover ifboth

pairs on the left hand side are unknotted then so is the pair on the right
hand side.

Proof The rst half follows by a double application of 2.23. For
the second half use the proof of 2.23 and 4.1.
Exercise. Prove the converse to the second half of 4.3 by looking
at a link and using induction.
4.4 Proposition (cf. 1.10). A homeomorphism between the boundaries
of unknotted ball pairs extends to the interiors. Moreover we can choose
the extension to agree with any given extension on the sabball.
Proof The first half follows from the cone construction. For the
second half let h: Bp’ap’q be the extension given by the first half
and g: B“ —* D“ the given extension on the subballs. Consider
t1=gohf12 D"->D", where h1=h|Dq, then since g and h1 agree on f)“
we have tIIqid. Now write DP=D4 * 51"“1 by 4.3 and use the join
construction with idlS"“"‘1 to extend II to t: D”"‘—+ D‘” with t|D”=id.
Then toh: Bp'q —> D‘” is the required extension.
Remark. For the rest of this section we will deal only with proper
locally at manifold pairs and “manifold pair” will mean proper locally at
manifold pair. From 4.2 we see that the problem of whether an arbitrary
proper pair is locally at depends on whether ball and sphere pairs
unknot. This in turn depends on codimension. For codimension 1 this
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is the unsolved Schonies conjecture (cf. 3.38). In codimension2 knots
are easily constructed by suspending a knotted arc in B3. However in
codimension :3 all pairs unknot by a general unknotting theorem
(which we will prove in Chapter 7) hence all proper pairs of co—
dimension ;3 are automatically locally at.
Collars

We generalise the treatment of Chapter 2 to pairs. Let
QDQO

U U
P31?)

be a pair (Q, Q0) with subpair (P, 1%,). Then the latter pair is locally
collared in the former, if for each aeP there are neighbourhood pairs
satisfying

(N(a, Q), N(a, Q0))=(N(a, P), N(a, 1%)) x I.
In other words the natural generalisation of the absolute definition
holds. The proof of 2.25 using these neighbourhoods provides a collar
on (P, 1%)) in (Q, Q0); that is to say
4.5 Theorem. Let (P, 1%)) C(Q, Q0) be locally collared with (P, 1%,) compact.
Then (P, 1%) is collared in (Q, Q0).
4.6 Corollary. Let M“ be a manifold pair with compact boundary.
Then 8M“ is collared in M“.
Regular Neighbourhoods

Now let (X, X0)C(P, 1%,) where both X and X0 are compact H, is a
closed subset of P, and X0=X n3). Then derived neighbourhoods of X
in (P, 1%)) are constructed by triangulating a neighbourhood of X in P
by the complex J so that X and P0 0 |Jl both correspond to subcomplexes

K and J0 with KeJ. Then both N(K, J’) and N(K0,J(’)) are derived
neighbourhoods where KozK mJO and the pair N(KO, J6)CN(K, J’) is a
derived neighbourhood of X in (P, [6).
s-neighbourhoods are similarly constructed and the underlying
polyhedron pair corresponding to a derived or a—neighbourhood is a
regular neighbourhood. The proof of 3.8, unchanged, shows that regular
neighbourhoods are unique up to a homeomorphism of (P, 1%) with
compact support and xed on X.

Simplicial Neighbourhood Theorem for Pairs
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4.7 Theorem. Let (N, No) be a neighbourhood of (X, X0) in the interior
of the manifold pair M‘”. Then (N, No) is a regular neighbourhood if and
only if

(1)

(N, No) is a manifold pair

(2) there is a triangulation (K, K0) of(N, N0) with sabcomplexes (L, L0),
(J, J0) corresponding to (X, X0), (N,NO) such that LeK, K=N(L, K),
J=N(L, K) and similar formulae with Jo, K0, L0 replacing J, K, L.
Proof. “Only if” follows from denitions and a similar proof to 3.10,
using 4.2. “If” is proved by induction together with the following
corollaries (the induction starts with n: — 1, i.e. the absolute case).
4.8“ Corollary (cf. 3.12). Let B"‘"cM‘1’" be an unknotted ball pair,
then B“ is a regular neighbourhood of any point xeB" in M“.
Proof. We have (Bq'",x)=(1"”‘,0) by the cone construction and we
may triangulate I“ as the cone from 0 on a triangulation of 1‘”. The
result now follows from 4.7“.

4.9“ Corollary (cf. 3.13). Let B"’"CS"’" be an unknotted ball pair in
an unknotted sphere pair. Then cl(S"”‘—B””‘) is an unknotted ball pair.

Proof. We can take Sq'":lq+""+1 and B“ to be a face pair by
the argument of 3.13. Then cl(S"’"—B""‘) is the opposite face pair with
a collar on the boundary.

4.10.4.1...“

Corollary (cf. 3.14). Let Mq+l'"“cQ°”+1'"+l be manifold

pairs. Then cl (Q—~M) is a manifold pair.
The induction step now follows from 4.10 by the same proof as
3.11 but using collars for pairs, 4.6.
The other corollaries to 3.11 all have analogues for pairs, which we
leave the reader to state; the proofs are directly analogous to the original
ones. Isotopies of pairs are defined in the obvious way and the proof
of the absolute regular neighbourhood theorem gives:

4.1] Regular neighbourhood theorem for pairs. Let (M, NLO) be regular
neighbourhoods ofX in (P, 1-2,)for i: 1, 2. Then there is an ambient isotopy
of (P, 1%)) fixed on X and with compact support carrying (N1,N1,0) to
(N2, N2,o)- Moreover if (P, I?) is a manifold pair and X is in the interior
then we can assume the isotopy is xed on any smaller neighbourhood
and outside any larger one.
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Collapsing and Shelling for Pairs

Let (X, X0):>(Y, Y0) with Y0=YX0 and suppose X \s Y across 8"
from 3"”. Then we say that the collapse respects X0 if either X0: Y0
(so that X0 does not meet 13" or 13"“) or 8"c (so that X0 \‘4 Y0). In
other words, the collapse either misses X0 completely or else takes
place in X0. A sequence of elementary collapses which respect the sub—
polyhedron is referred to as a collapse of pairs written (X, X0) \. (Y, Yo).
Now suppose MWDMg’” and M" shells elementarily to M3 across B"
from 8"“, then the shelling respects M" if either M3 = M" or else B” n M"

and Bq“naM" are unknotted subballs, so that M" shells to M3 and
we are removing an unknotted ball pair from M’” by an unknotted
face. A sequence of elementary shellings which respect the submanifold
is a shelling of pairs.

Exercise. Mq’" shells to M3” implies Mq‘" \. M%".
4.12

Lemma (cf. 3.25). If M“ shells to M3" then there is a homeo—

morphism h: M"”‘ —> Mg'"xed outside any neighbourhood of the shelling.
4.13 Theorem (Cf. 3.26). Suppose M“ is a manifold pair and (X, X0),
(Y, YO)CM‘1’" with X0=X nM" and Y0: Yn M". Then if(X, X0)\. (Y, Yo)
then a regular neighbourhood ofX in M”’" shells to one of Y in M’”.
4.14 Corollary (cf. 3.27). If (X ,X0)\.0 then a regular neighbourhood
of (X, X0) in M‘” is an unknotted ball pair.
Proof of 4.13. Examine the proof of 3.26. There are two cases:
(1)

Y0=XO, in which case the proof of 3.26 gives a shelling of N“

to Nf’" without change.
(2) (X, XO)\\4 (Y, Yo) by a collapse in X0. In this case the proof of
3.26 generalised to pairs shows that N‘1’" differs from M” by the addition
of ball pairs by face pairs and then by a similar inductive application
of 4.14 we see that both pairs are unknotted. Hence Nq’" shells to N1“,

as required.
We leave the reader to formulate and prove analogues of the other
corollaries to 3.26.

Application to Cellular Moves

Two locally at submanifolds of dimension n, M1, MZCQ, are said to
differ by a cellular move provided there is an embedded (n+1)—disc

DHICQO, which meets M1 and M2 in complementary faces, and M1
agrees with M2 away from D”+1:

Application to Cellular Moves
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Fig. 33
More precisely,

cl((M,tJM2)—(Mm2))=aD"+1
and

D”+‘nMi=aD"+‘nMi=D;'

for i=1,2.

Notice that we do not assume that D"+1 is locally flat in Q. The
usefulness of cellular moves is the following result.
4.15 Proposition. Let M1, M2cQ differ by a cellular move. Then there
is an isotopy o carrying M1 to M2 with support in an arbitrary neigh—

bourhood of 0"“.
Proof Triangulate a smaller neighbourhood of D in Q, M1 and M2
so that D is a full subcomplex and let N, M. be the resulting s—neighbour—
hoods of D in Q, Mi, i: 1,2. Then (N, M) is a regular neighbourhood
pair of (D, D!) in (Q, MI.) and hence an unknotted ball pair by 4.14 since

(D, Di) \. (Di, 1),.) x. 0. Now (N, Nl)=(N, N2) and by 4.4 there is a homeo—

morphism h: (N, N1)—»(N, N2) extending the identity on boundaries.
Then by 3.22(i) h is isotopic to id mod boundaries and the required

isotopy of Q is dened by extending this isotopy by the identity.
4.16

Corollary. Let S‘”" be a locally at sphere pair. Then S‘”" is un—

knotted if and only if S" bounds an (n+1)—ball B"+1 in S".
Proof. If S“ is unknotted then S" bounds an (n+1)—ball since
S”cS" * S‘l‘1 bounds S" =0: point (cf. 4.3). The result now follows from:

Sublemma. If Scq, S’I'CS" both bound (n+1)-balls then there is
a homeomorphism h: S“ —>S" such that h(S’(‘,)=S’;.
Proof of sublemma. Triangulate S“ with 8"“ (a ball spanning SE)
a subcomplex and, after further subdivision if necessary, nd an (n+1)simplex AeB"+1 which meets S" in a top dimensional face. Then
D 2 cl (B — A) is a ball by 3.25 and S”, A differ by a cellular move across D.
So we may assume that S3 is the boundary of a simplex which in turn

is the face of a q—simplex. This is also true of Sf and the result follows
since any two q—simplexes are ambient isotopic by the disc theorem (3.34).
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Exercise. Define S"cq to be unknotted, if S" is ambient homeo—
morphic to I"+1 C IR". Prove an analogous statement to 4.16.
Disc Theorem for Pairs

Finally we generalise parts of the last section of Chapter 3.

4.17 Proposition (cf. 3.33). Let M“ be a manifold pair with M" connected
and x,yeM". Then there is an ambient isotopy of M‘” fixed on 6Mq‘"
of compact support carrying x to y.

4.18 Proposition (cf. 3.32). Let S“ be an unknotted sphere pair and
h: Sq'"—»Sq'" a self homeomorphism which preserves orientation of both
factors. Then h is ambient isotopic to id.

Proof By induction on q. Let B‘MCS‘” be an unknotted pair and
C“ the complementary pair and xeli'". We may assume h(x)==x by
4.17 and that h(Bq’")=B"”‘ by 4.9 and 4.11. Then hla’" is isotopic
to the identity by induction and we extend this isotopy to S“ by two
applications of 4.19(a) (below); finally use 4.19(b) twice to complete
the proof.
4.19

Lemma (cf. 3.22).

(a)

Any isotopy of 6M“ extends to M“.

(b)

Let hi: 3‘” —+ 0”", i=1, 2, be homeomorphisms which agree on 68’”.

Then h1 is ambient isotopic to hz.
4.20 Theorem (Disc theorem for pairs). Let M‘1’" be a connected oriented
pair (i.e. both are connected and oriented), and let hi: I“ —+ 1);!“ be
embeddings, i: 1, 2, which preserve orientation on both factors. Then there
is an ambient isotopy of M“ fixed on 6M“ and carrying h1 to hz.
Proof By 4.17, 4.9 and 4.11 we can assume h1(1‘1’")=h2(1‘1’") (as in
proof of 4.18). Then by 4.18 and 4.19(a) we can assume hlla’"=h2|61”'".
Now use 4.19(b).
Remark. Stronger forms of 4.18 and 4.20 are true, in which we assume

h=id on S" (or h1 2h2 on I") and obtain an isotopy xed on the sub—
manifold. These are proved by using relative regular neighbourhoods,
which are a more complicated and more general tool than regular
neighbourhoods for pairs (see bibliography).

Isotopy Extension
In this nal section we study the question mentioned in the last chapter
of when a given isotopy F: X x 1—» Y>< I is ambient. The spirit of our
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result is similar to the spirit of the collaring theorem—F is ambient if
and only if it is locally ambient (i. e. for each (x, t)eX x I we can nd a
“short” isotopy of a neighbourhood of F,(x) in Y which covers the
restriction of F to a neighbourhood of (x, t)). In fact we will get away
with a rather weaker condition (see below). A useful corollary is that
an isotopy of a manifold M in a manifold Q is ambient provided
F(M x J) is locally at in Q XJ for each subinterval J=[s, t]CI. This
is always true in codimensiong3 by the unknotting theorem mentioned
earlier. The main theorem will follow from existence of collars for pairs
and a procedure for making a map level-preserving.
We rst prove an extension of 4.5 (the collaring theorem for pairs)

to the case where 1%)CQ0 has a given collar and we wish to extend it
to a collar on P in Q.
Definitions
(1) We extend the meaning of a collar on P in Q to include an embedding
c: PxJ—>Q onto a neighbourhood such that c identifies P ><l with P
where l is one endpoint of J. Throughout this section J denotes an
interval [5, t] :1.
(2) A collar c’: PXJ’—>Q is a reduction of c if c’(x><J’)cc(x><J) for
each xeP. I.e. near P,c and c' determine the same collar lines, but the
parametrisation might well be different.
(3) Let (P, 3,)C(Q, Q0) be a compact locally collarable subpair and
c0: 1% ><I—+Q0 a given collar. Then c0 is locally extendible if for each
xeR, there is a collar pair defined locally whose restriction to B) is a

reduction of co.
4.21 Addendum to 4.5 (Extending collars). Let (P,R,)C(Q,Q0) be a
compact locally collarable subpair and CO: I?) x I—>Q0 a locally extendible
collar. Then there is an 8>0 and a collar c: P X [0, s]—+Q which agrees
with c0 where they are both defined.

Proof The proof of 2.25 using the local extensions gives a collar cx
which restricts to a reduction of co. But we can correct c1 to agree with
CO on R) x [0, s], by the following sublemma, where s is Chosen so small

that (30(3) x [0, 5])cc1(R) x [0, 1)).
Sublemma. Suppose given an embedding q: P0 x [0, s] —> R) X [0, 1),

0<8<l, which is a reduction of the idendity. Then there is a homeomorphism qlz P x I —> P x I which extends q and such that q1(x x I): x x I
for each xeP.
Proof The construction of (11 is similar to the construction of g in
the proof of 2.26. Use the method of construction of g to dene qx on
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B) X I then extend to P X I using a cylindrical cell subdivision and induc—
tive conical extension.
4.22 Corollary. Let M“ be a manifold pair with compact boundary
and c0: 6M" X I—+M'l a collar, then there is a collar c: (3M‘l X [0, .9]a
which agrees with c0 where they are both defined.
Proof Local extendibility follows easily from local atness.

4.23 Level-preserving lemma. Suppose X is compact and c: X X I —>X X I
is a collar on X X0 in X X I. Then there is an e>0 anda collar c1: X X I—>
X X I such that cllX X [0, s] is level—preserving. Moreover

(1) c and 61 agree outside an arbitrary neighbourhood of X X0 and are
ambient isotopic fixing X X 0 and the complement of this neighbourhood.

(2) If c0 X [0, (3] is already level-preserving then we can assume
cllX0 X I=c|X0 X I and the isotopy fixes X0 X I.
Proof. Let c: K—>L be a triangulation of c and choose an 8>0 so
that no vertices of K or L lie in X X (0, 8]. Form deriveds K’, L of K, L
near X X0 be starring each simplex on the s—level. Then let c1: K’—>IZ
be the canonical simplicial embedding. It remains to check the properties listed:
(1) The rst half is assured by choosing ne enough triangulations
for K and L and the second half follows from 3.23.
(2)

Star C(A) at C(a) where AeK is starred at a.

Now let F: X X I —+Y X I be an isotopy of compact polyhedra. We
say that F is locally trivial if for each subinterval JCI, the natural
collar on F(X x .I) in F(X X J) is locally extendible to a collar on Y X I in
Y X J.
Remarks

(1) A priori a locally trivial isotopy need not be locally ambient (see
the beginning of this section) since a local extension need not
(a) be level—preserving
(b) agree precisely with the natural collar on F (X x I).
However the conditions are in fact equivalent by Theorem 4.26 below.

(2) Local triviality can be reformulated in an intrinsic way without
reference to collars, using a notion of “intrinsic dimension” (see bibliography and historical notes).
4.24 Isotopy extension theorem. Let F: X X I —» Y X I be an isotopy of
compact polyhedra. Then F is ambient if and only if it is locally trivial.
4.25 Corollary. An isotopy F: M x 1—» Q X I of compact manifolds is
ambient provided F(M X J): Q X J is locally flat for each subinterval JCI.
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Proof. Local triviality follows easily from local atness.

Proof of the theorem. “Only if” is obvious. To prove “if”, consider
tel and J =[s, t] a subinterval. Then by local triviality and 4.21 there
is a collar c: Y x [t—s, t]—> Y ><J which extends the natural collar on
F(X x t) in F(X XJ) in other words so that Co(F, Xid)=F. By 4.23 we
can assume that c is level preserving for perhaps a smaller 5. Le. we have
a “short” isotopy covering F for times “before” I. Similar remarks
apply “after” t and we have a short isotopy covering F for all times
near t. Therefore, using compactness of I, we can nd a nite number
of intervals [1121,15,] which cover I, 0=t0<t1 <

<tj=1 and such that

for each i there is a short isotopy (i.e. level-preserving homeomorphism):
HU): Y X [ti_1,ti]_’Y X[ti—1’li]

such that

H“)o(FSi><id)=F|XX[ti_i,ti]

for some (xed) 51-61. We form the required isotopy H by piecing together

the H‘i”s: Dene
H] Y x [0, q] =H‘0’o((Hf)°’)‘1>< id)
then

H<>(F0 >< id)=H‘°’c>((H})°’)~x X id)o(F0 >< id)
=H(°’c>(Fs0 >< id)
= F,

as required.

In general dene HI Y x [ti_1,ti] inductively by
HI Y X [ti—1’ ti] :H(i)o((H'(:-11)_1 X ld)0(H“71 X id)

and the covering property is proved similarly.
Exercises
(1)

Examine the compactness requirements of 4.24.

(2)

By examining the proof of 4.24 show that we can assume H is

xed outside an arbitrary neighbourhood of the track of F (= U F,(X)).
I

(3) Prove also that if F is a proper isotopy of manifolds and is xed
on 6M (i.e. E|6M=F0) then we can assume H is xed on 6Q.
(4) Use 4.23 to prove uniqueness of collars up to isotopy by “shrinking”
the time parameter and using the obvious isotopy which matches levelpreserving collars. Use 4.24 to deduce a uniqueness theorem up to
ambient isotopy in the case when Q—im(c) is locally collarable at
C(PX 1). Deduce that collars of manifolds are unique up to ambient

isotopy.
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We give general position theorems for polyhedra in manifolds and
applications to unknotting in the stable range, piping and the Whitney
lemma. The last two applications will be used in the proof of the
h—cobordism theorem in the next chapter.
General Position

We consider two situations
(i) P,Q<:M are polyhedra. We wish to minimise the dimension of
PnQ by a small ambient isotopy of P in M.
(ii) f: P—>M is a map. We wish to minimise the dimension of the
singular set off by a small homotopy of f.
The program is: rst, prove relative theorems for M =lR’" by trian—
gulating and shifting vertices; second, cover P or f (P) by charts in M
and inductively apply results for IR’" to each chart in turn.
5.1.

Definitions

(1) For this section only, map means continuous map rather than
p.l. map.
(2) Let Y be a metric space. A homotopy f: X x 1—» Y is an 8-h0m0t0py
if for each (x, t)eX x I, d(f(x, 0), f(x, t))<s. In other words, each point
stays in an s—neighbourhood of its initial position during the homotopy.
(3)

An isotopy F: X x I—+ Y x I is an s—isotopy if the composition

7:1o X x 1—» Y x 1—» Y is an s—homotopy.
(4) A map f: X—> Y is closed if f(C) is closed in Y for each closed set
C CX. Thus an embedding is closed if and only if its image is a closed
subset.
(5)

The singular set of a map f: X—+ Y, denoted S(f)cX, is dened by

S(f):cl{x|xeX, f’1f(x)4=x}.
Thus f|X -—S(f) is injective.
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(6) Let f: P—>Q be p.l. thenfis non-degenerate iff‘1(y) is 0—dimensional
for each yef(P).
5.2 Exercises
(1) Suppose that f: P—»Q is p.l. and P is compact. Then S(f) is a
subpolyhedron of P.
(2) Is S(f) a subpolyhedron if P is non-compact? What if P is noncompact and f is closed?
(3) Let P be compact then f: P —»Q is non-degenerate if and only if
f|A is injective for each simplex A of P in any triangulation of f.
(4) Let f be non—degenerate and suppose that (P,1f)) is a compact
pair. Dene P/flR) by identifying x63, with yeB) if f(x)=f(y). Then
P/f ll}, can be given the structure of an abstract polyhedron, so that

the quotient map 7:: PAP/fig is p. 1. (see 227(3)).
Definition. Suppose P”, QqCMm are subpolyhedra of the unbounded
m-manifold M and that p+q=m, where p=dim(P), q=dim(Q). We say
P is transverse to Q in M if
(i)

PnQ consists of a nite set of points,

(ii) for each pePnQ there are neighbourhoods U1, U2, U3 of p in
P, Q, M such that (U1, U2, U3) is p. l. homeomorphic to a neighbourhood
of 0 in OR" x 0,0 x IRq, IR" x W).
Remark. There are more general definitions of transversality. See
bibliography for references.
5.3 General position theorem for embeddings. Let Q", 136c be closed
subpolyhedra of the unbounded manifold M’" with cl(P—R,) compact.
Let e>0 be given. Then there is an s—isotopy of M with compact support,
fixed on R) and finishing with h: M—>M such that

dim{h(P—I%)oQ}§p+q—mAddendum. p+q=m then we can also arrange that h(P—P(’)) meets
Q transversely.

We describe the application of 5.3 as “shifting P into general position
with respect to Q, keeping 13 fixed’.

5.4 General position theorem for maps. POCP is a closed subpolyhedron
with cl(P—R,) compact. f: P”—»M"l is a closed map with pém, such
that flR, is p.l. and non—degenerate. 8>0 is given. Then there is an
e‘homotopy off tell-2, to f’ which is p.l. and non-degenerate and such

that dim(S(f’)—R,)§2p—m.
Addendum. If m=2 p then we can also arrange that the singularities
off’lP—P, are transverse double points.
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We describe 5.4 as “shifting f into general position relR)”.

Proof of 5 .3. Special case M = R”. Let N be a compact neighbourhood
of cl (P—PO) in R” which meets P, Q in compact polyhedra Pl, Q1 say.
Choose linear triangulations (J, K, L, K0) of (N, P1, Q1, P1 0 12,). Order the
vertices of K —K0. Suppose there are t of them. For each vertex in turn
dene an s/t—homeomorphism of J by shifting the vertex a distance
less than e/t and extending conewise to the star. This “linear move”
is supported by a ball and hence the end of an s/t-isotopy of compact

support by 3.22. Choose the moves in turn to make the set K‘O’UL‘O’
maximally affine independent and then the required properties are
easily checked.
General case. Let Bi, i=1, ..., t, be a cover of Cl(P—P(’)) by m—balls
,
in M. Dene

then P, = P.

U (Pa 3,.)
12:13 w '—1
I—

Induction hypothesis. The theorem is true with P replaced by P.
The hypothesis is trivially true for r=0. Suppose it is true for r— 1.
Let U be an open neighbourhood of B, homeomorphic with IR“

(U=Buopen collar) and let sPnBr. Choose, by induction, a
5—isotopy of M carrying P to h(P) with h(B_1——R))r\Q of minimal
dimension and 6<s/2 sufciently small that h(Ax)c U.
Now define
A0 = “Pr—i) n U

A=h(P)nU=A0uh(Ax)
then apply the case M=lR’" to A, A0 in U to get an s/2—isotopy of U
of compact support moving MAI) into general position with respect to
Q0 U. Extend to M by the identity. Combining the two isotopies

establishes the induction step.

Proofof the addendum. The case M = IR“ is easy since by independence
the only intersections must lie in the interiors of top dimensional
simplexes. The general case follows.

Proof of 5.4. M =IR’". By 5.2(4) we can assume that f IR) is an
embedding (rst without loss of generality restrict to a compact neigh—
bourhood of P in 3,). Now triangulate RR) by complexes K,K0 of

sufficiently small mesh that f(st(v, K))cs/2—ball for each vertex U6 K.
Choose imagesf’(v) for each veK — KO within 3/2 off(v) so thatf’(K‘°’)
is maximally independent. Dene f’ by extending linearly to simplexes
and use the linear homotopy f 2 f ’. The required properties are easily
checked. The general case and addendum follow as in 5.3.
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Exercises. Remove the compactness condition on cl (10—12)) by using
locally nite covers and a countable induction. Prove theorems for
bounded M by rst working in M and then considering the double of M.

Embedding and Unknotting
5.5 Theorem (Embedding in double dimension). Let M’" be a compact
m—manifold. Then there is an embedding M'" —> R2“, provided m>2.

Proof. It sufces to consider one component, so without loss we may
assume M is connected. Let f: M ~> Ill” be a map in general position.
Thenfhas only double points x1, ...,xn, y1,...,y,l say, i.e.f(xi)=f(yi)
and f is an embedding off X ={xi} u {yi}. By connectivity and general
position we can assume that the cone on X, CX is embedded in M
extending the inclusion of X, see Fig. 34. Again by general position we
have C f(CX) embedded in IRZ'" extending the inclusion of f (CX ) and
meetingf(M)inf(CX).Now choose triangulations so that X, CX, Cf(CX)
are subcomplexes and f is simplicial. Take second deriveds so that f is

still simplicial and let N0 be the second derived neighbourhood of CX
in M and N the second derived neighbourhood of Cf(CX) in IR”.

Thendoc and fNocN. Now No, N are balls by 3.27 since CX,
Cf(CX ) are collapsible, and further f {cl(M —N0) is an embedding. Now
redene f on NO as follows. By the cone construction choose an
embedding No~>N extending f on 6N0. We now have the required
embedding.
f(X.):f(y.)

_.

”we;

,

C(HCXJ)

lRZm

Fig. 34

Remarks
(1) The embedding constructed in 5.5 is locally at. This follows
from 5.7 below.
(2) If m=2, the result is still true since a closed 2-manifold is known to
be a connected sum of tori and projective planes, each of which embeds

in R4.
(3) In Chapter 7 we will improve 5.5 considerably in the case that M
is more highly connected.
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Theorem (Unknotting spheres).

(i)

S1 unknots in Sq for (124.

(ii)

S" unknots in Sqfor q§2n+1 and 1122.

5.7 Corollary. A proper manifold pair M‘l’" is locally at provided
11: 1, (121 or nzZ, £125 or n>2, £12211.
Proof. The case n21 is trivial; the other cases follow from 5.6 on

looking at link pairs.
Proof of 5.6. (i) By 3.20 we can assume 81::q and notice that S1 is

locally at since S0 unknots in Sq’l.
Now choose a point xelR” in “general position” with respect to SI.
More precisely choose |L|=S1 and

eRq—U {<AB)|A, BEL}.
Recall that (P) is the minimal subspace spanned by P. Then x51 is
a cone, hence a ball, and the result follows from 4.16.
(ii) By (i) any MZCM" is locally at for n. This is the start of
an induction. Assume inductively that mg2 and any M"'c is locally
flat for qg2m+ 1. Let SmCS" be the given pair. By 3.20 we can assume

S'" c IR”. We claim that a point XE q can be chosen in “general position”
with respect to S'" so that no line through x meets S'" in more than two
points and that each such line is isolated. This is seen as follows:
Choose |Ll=S"' and dene

T=U {(AB>|A,B€L, (AB>#1R‘1}.
Then IRq— T is open and dense and if x¢T and A,BeL then there is
at most one line through x meeting both A and B, for otherwise xe (AB)

and dim<AB> §2m which implies xe T It follows that only nitely
many lines through x meet S'" in more than one point, and further each
such line pierces only m-dimensional simplexes in their interiors. Now
suppose A, B, C are m—simplexes of L and l is a line which pierces each
of A, B, C at an interior point. Call 1 a transversal and let T(A, B, C) be
the union of the transversals of A, B and C. Then T(A, B, C) is part
of an algebraic variety of dimension <q and since L is nite we may
suppose that x¢T(A,B, C) for any choice of A,B, C. The required properties of x are now clear.
Now consider the singular cone xS'". A typical singular ray ll- meets

S’" in two points ni,fi and we choose the labels so that ni, the near point,

is nearer to x than fi. Dene N=U{ni} the near set and F=U{fi}

thefar set. Since mg). we can nd an arc or cS’" with Nca and F ma:¢;
then by taking a suitable regular neighbourhood of or we have a ball

Bmcs'" with NCB’", FcSm—B'".
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Fig. 35
Dene S’l"=S’"~B’"UXB’". Then S'l" differs from S'" by the cellular
move across xB'" (which is a cone since B"l contains only near points).
But Si" bounds the ball x(S’"—B’") (see Fig. 36).

cellular move

Fig. 36

~
x

5.8 Corollary. Suppose F: M x I aintQ is an embedding and (122m,
then E)(M) and 171(M) are ambient isotopic by an isotopy supported by a
compact set in int Q.
Proof. By 3.26 M x [—1, 1] shells to M x [—1,0]. Use this shelling
to define a series of cellular moves from F0 (M) to F1 (M). The result then
follows from 4.15 since any embedding of M in Q is locally at by 5.7.

Remark. We show later (7.1) that the hypothesis of 5.6 and hence
of 5.8 can be weakened to q—mg3.
5.9 Corollary. Suppose f0, f1: M —> int Q are homotopic embeddings, M is
closed and q§2m+2. Then f0 (M) andfl(M) are ambient isotopic by an
isotopy supported by a compact set in int Q.
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Proof. Let f : M x I ~> IntQ be the homotopy which we can assume
to be in general position. Then S (f)CM ><(0, 1) consists of points
x1,...,xn, y1,...,yn and f(xi)=f(yi), i=1,...,n are n distinct points
off(M x I). As in the proof of 5.6 choose arcs or”) in each component

of M x I which contain the x,- but not the yi and each of which meets
M x 1 in one point x”, and does not meet M x 0, see Fig. 37.
{(1)

Mxl

Fig. 37

Take BU) to be a regular neighbourhood of a”) which misses the yi.
Then B0.) is a ball and 8”.)e x1 is a face. Then there is a series of

cellular moves across the BU, and cl(M X I — U B(1.)) EM x I is embedded
by f. The result now follows from 5.8.

Example. M=S'1"US'§, Qr—Sz’"+1 then there are homotopic embeddings which are not isotopic. They are constructed by winding 8’1"
with degree r around S’; using the fact that Q—S’;l has the homotopy
type of an m-sphere by 5.6. See final exercises of this chapter for more
details.

52

5’1“

52‘

8
Fig. 38

Exercise. The conclusion of 5.9 still holds if M is not closed provided
the homotopy is xed outside a compact m—manifold Moclnt M.
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Piping

Suppose Mi", M’z'l CQ" are two locally at submanifolds of the connected
manifold Q and that q—mgl We will explain how to form a new
submanifold M3" by “piping” M1 and M2 together. This is done by

removing the interiors of small m—discs in each of M1 and M2 and
running a “tube” between the two “holes” thus formed. The tube is

an embedded 8"“1 x I hence M3 is homeomorphic with M1#M2. We
can arrange that M3 is oriented correctly in the case that M1 and M2
are both oriented.

Fig. 39
The tube is found in a neighbourhood of an are on from aleM1 to
azeMz; oz exists by connectedness and general position.

5.10 Proposition. Let (N, N1,N2) be a regular neighbourhood of a in
(Q, M1, M2). Then there is a homeomorphism

h: (N, N1, N2)—>(I"‘1 x [—2, 2], I’" x (— 1), 1’" x 1)
and h can be chosen, provided q —— mg 2, to preserve any given orientations.
Using 5.10 we can dene the tube to be h”‘(1""><[——1, 1]) and the
required properties of M3 are obvious.

Proof of 5.10. Let J triangulate Q so that Mi, i=1,2 appears as a
subcomplex P,- and ac appears as a full subcomplex K. Let LcK be the
simplicial complement of a2. Now let J’ be a derived of J near Luaz.
Without loss we may assume that N=|N(K,J’)|, Ni=1N(ai, B’)|. Now
by the proof of 3.26 |N(L,J’))r\|N(a2,J’)| is a (q—l)—ball, B‘l‘1 say,

and by 4.14 (|N(a2,J’)|,N2) and (|N(L, J’)|, N1) are both unknotted ball
pairs. Choose homeomorphisms
h]: (|N(L, J’)|, N1) —>(I"‘l x [—2, 0], I"1 ><(—1)),
h2: (N(a2,J’), N2)—->(I"‘1 x [0,2], I’" ><(+l)).
By composing with suitable reflections we can assume that the hi preserve
orientations. Finally we have only to ensure that hilB’“l is a homeo-

morphism onto 1"—1 ><0 and that hllB‘Vlzhl’l‘1 and then we can
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dene h: h1 U h2. But this follows easily from the disc theorem, applied
to give an isotopy of(3(I"’l >< [~2, 0])—I"" >< (— 1) with compact support

carrying h1(Bq") onto I"‘1 x 0 (and similarly for h). Notice that
q——m_>_:2 is used here to conclude that this manifold is connected.
Exercise. The piping tube dened using 5.10 is unique up to ambient
isotopy provided M1, M2 are both connected, q—m; 3 and Q is simplyconnected.

Hint. By general position and connectivity a is unique. Now use
regular neighbourhoods and induction to match two tubes.
Whitney Lemma and Unlinking Spheres

The Whitney lemma enables us to cancel double points. The situation
is this. We are given a pair of connected locally flat submanifolds
P”, Qc'" which are transverse, so that p+q==m.
If each of P, Q and M are oriented, then we can attach a sign to an
intersection point peP 0 Q (see below), and the idea is to give conditions
under which we can “cancel” a pair of intersections of opposite sign;
in other words nd an ambient isotopy of P which removes this pair

from the set of intersections of P and Q.
Let pe Q, then by transversality we can nd an embedding

h: I"' ~>M such that h(0)=p, h‘1(P)=I” x0 and h“(Q)=0 x 1”.
5.1]

Lemma. The orientation class of h is determined by the orientation

classes ofhlI” x 0 and h|0>< 1".
Proof. Suppose h1 and h2 are two such charts and that hilI” x 0 and
0x1“ are in the same class. Then by the S.N.T. (for triples) we can

assume im(hl) =im(h2) and we have g = hf 1 h2 {I"' a self—homeomorphism
of I’" which preserves l” x 0 and 0 x 1'“, and orientation of both of these.
Now g is isotopic either to the identity or to rm. In the rst case h1 is
easily seen to be isotopic to hz.

So assume g is isotopic to rm. Then g: (im,0xl4)—+(lm,0xl4) is

isotopic to rm as a homeomorphism of pairs by 4.18 and hence

g If” x 0:. 1" —> 1"" —0 x l" is isotopic to rp. This contradicts the assumption
that glI 1’ x 0 is orientation preserving since I"'—0 x 1‘1 deformation
retracts on i” x O and we get a self—homotopy of I” reserving orientation
(which is impossible by 3.31).

Using 5.11 we can dene the sign of 1), 8(1)): i1, as follows. Choose
h so that hlI" x 0 and MO >< Iq are in the given orientation classes for P
and Q. Then s(p)= +1 if h is in the given class for M and «1 if not.
We also dene the intersection number of P and Q, 8(P, Q), to be

Z{6(p)|p6PoQ}-
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5.12 Whitney lemma (simply-connected version). Suppose P, Q, M are
given as above and that p, qmQ satisfy e(p)= —s(q). Then there is an
isotopy of M carrying P to P’ with P’ transverse to Q in M and with
P’ O Q = P 0 Q —p —— q; provided either
(1)

p23, q_2_3 and 7:1(M)=0 or

(2)

p22, c123 and n1(M—Q)=0.

Moreover the isotopy has support in a compact set which does not meet

any other intersection points. (See appendix for denition of n1( ).)
5.13 Corollary. If s(P,Q)=0 and the hypotheses of 5.12 are satisfied
then we can ambient isotope P off Q, by an isotopy which has compact
support.

Remarks
(1) If p23 then n1(M)§nl(M——Q) by general position; therefore we
can restate the lemma with the single hypothesis 721 (M ——Q)=0.
The Whitney lemma fails for p=q=2, see bibliography.

(2)

We will prove 5.12 by induction on m=dimM together with a
theorem on unlinking spheres. By a link we mean a triple S”,S‘§CS'
of spheres where (5151') is an unknotted pair for i=1,2. The standard

link is I"+1 ><(71), 1"“ x lc’X [-2, 2]) and a link is unlinked if it
is homeomorphic with the standard link.

5.14

Exercise. A link is unlinked if and only if there is a ball B'CS’

with SICB, SZCS—B.
Hint. Use the disc theorem (as in the proof of 5.10).

We are interested in links in the critical dimension r=p+q+1. If
r>p+q+1 then all links are unlinked by general position (suppose
p :_<_q and nd a disc spanning S” in the complement of 8”, then take
a suitable regular neighbourhood to be the B’ of 5.14). We say that a
link is homologically trivial if S1 is homologous to zero in S—S2 (or
more precisely if i*: I:IP(Sl)—>Hp(S—SZ) is the zero map). We shall see
in the next lemma that this is a symmetric condition.

5.15
(1)

Lemma. The following are equivalent:
(S, S1,S2) is homologically trivial;

(2) for each locally at disc DICS with 5D1=S1 and D1 transverse to

S2 we have 8(D1,S2)=0;
(3) for each disc triple (D,D1,D2) with boundary the given link such

that (D, Di) is unknotted i=1,2 and D1 transverse to D2 we have
8(D1 , D2) =0.
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Proof. (1) is equivalent to (2): Notice that S ~52 deformation retracts
on a p-sphere and that a generator of Hp(S—Sz) can be described
as the restriction hllip+1 X 0—» 8—82 where h: UNI”, 0 x I”)—> (S, 82)

is an embedding preserving orientation of both factors (since any two
such are ambient isotopic by 4.20). Now let Dl be the given disc and
peDlmSZ. Then by transversality we can find a p-sphere S p=Lp(D,),
which represents 3(p) times the generator of H,(S—SZ) by denition.

Then Dl—U{Dp|peDlnS2} represents a homology between S1 and
U Sp and hence S1 represents 8(D1, S 2) times the generator which implies
the result (for more details on the interpretation of homology used
here see Appendix A).
(3) We have S——S2 homotopy equivalent to D—D2 by inclusion. We
can then interpret a generator of Hp (D ——D2) in a similar way to part (1)
and the argument is now similar.
We now give the unlinking theorem which uses the Whitney lemma
and which will be used inductively in the proof of the Whitney lemma:
5.16 Theorem (unlinking spheres). Let (S’,Sf,S‘§) be a link in the
critical dimension and r34. Then (S, 81,82) is unlinked if and only if it
is homologically trivial.
Example. The link of 1—spheres in S3 (Fig. 40) is homologically trivial
but not trivial.

Fig. 40
Proof of 5.16. The “only if” part is obvious. We prove the converse.
Without loss of generality we can assume pgq. We have two cases:
pgl. The case p20 is easy so assume p21, q. Then S——S2 is
homotopy equivalent to S1 and S1 is homologically trivial, and hence
homotopically trivial, in S —SZ. The result follows from 5.9.
p32 assuming 5.12. Choose a locally at disc D1 with 6Dl=Sl,
transverse to S2 by general position. Then 6(D1,Sz)=0 by 5.15 and,

by Corollary 5.13 applied to D1, S2 cS—Sl, we can assume D1 m 82:11.

Now let B be a regular neighbourhood of D1 in 8—52 then Slcli',

Sc—B and the link is unlinked by 5.14.
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Proof of 5.12 (assuming 5.16 in dimensions <m). Join p and q by
arcs a, [3, in P and Q respectively, which do not run through any other
intersections.

Claim. There is a 2-disc D2 CM with 6D2 =ocu  and D2 m(Pu Q):

6D2. For if p_2_3 then by hypothesis there is a map f: D2—>M with
f(6D2)=ocw[3 and the result follows by general position. If p=2 then
take a regular neighbourhood of [f in M, P, Q say N, N0, N1. Then there
is a homeomorphism

h: (N,N0,Nl);(11’>< Iq‘1x[—2,2], I”><0><(—lu+1), 0x 14-1x[—2,2])
by a similar argument to the one used in the proof of 5.10. Without loss
we may assume that

h(ocmN0)=[0, 1]><0><(——1u+1).
Let oc’=cl(rx—anN0),

B’zh‘l x0><[—1,1]),

D=h"([0, 1]><0><[—1, 1]).

The oc’u/f’CM—Q and by hypothesis there is a map f: D2—->M—Q
which by general position we can take embedded with interior disjoint

from D}. Then f(D2)UDf is the required disc.

Now let (N, 81,82) be a regular neighbourhood of D2 in (M, P, Q).
Then (N, 3,) is an unknotted ball pair for i2 1, 2 by 4.14. Consider the
link (S, S1, S2)=6(N, 81,32). Then we have £(Bl, Bz)=0 by hypothesis
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and hence (S, SI, 52) is unlinked by 5.15 and 5.16. Therefore there is an
unknotted subball 8’1 with 63;:S1 and B’lnBzz (this follows from
the definition of the standard link and 4.4). Then by 4.4 and 3.22 there
is an isotopy of N xing N carrying B1 to B; and extending to M by the
identity gives the required isotopy of M.
Non-Simply-Connected Whitney Lemma
Now suppose that 7L1 (M )2k0 and assume P and Q are simply connected
and oriented. Choose a basepoint *eM, a local orientation for M at a:
and basepaths eP, eQ from * to basepoints in P and Q respectively. Let
pe P 0 Q then define a(p)= i g, where gen1(M) is the element determined
by the loop eP p 1 e9 where p is a path in P from the basepoint to p and r
a path in Q from p to the basepoint of Q. The sign of 8(p) is determined
by comparing the local orientation of M at p, which comes from
transporting the local orientation at * along eP p, with the orientation
given by 5.11. Then we can again define 8(P, Q)eZ(7c1(M)) to be
Z{s(p)|pePn Q}, where 2(a) denotes the integral group ring of 7c.
The statement of the lemma now makes sense and the hypotheses
read either

(1) 123433, or
(2) p=2,qZ3, and nilM)§7€1(M~QlThe proof is then virtually unaltered since a (p) : — 8(q) ensures
that ocu is a trivial loop and hence that a’u/i’ is trivial in M —Q if
p22, and that 8(BI,BZ)=0 as before.
Final exercises
(1) Define the homological linking number of an oriented link as the
image of the generator of Hp(Sl) in Hp(S——SZ) and check symmetry
using an analogue of 5.15.

(2)

Show that HP“ x0,0><I"1+1cI'p+q+1) has linking number 1.

(3) Show by piping, using (2), how to construct links with arbitrary
linking numbers.
(4) Show that two oriented links (in the critical dimension) are homeo—
morphic if and only if they have the same linking number, provided
r24. And hence combining (3) and (4) that these links are classied
by their linking numbers.
(5) Give an alternative proof of the Whitney lemma, without using
links, as follows:
(a) construct a standard picture for a neighbourhood of D in M;
(b) identify the neighbourhood of D in M with the standard picture
in three steps:
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(i) identify a neighbourhood of  (exactly as in the given proof),
(ii) identify a neighbourhood of D—Dl,
(iii) match these two identifications on observing that they meet in a
“piping tube” (use uniqueness of piping tubes and model the proof
on 5.10);

(C) nd, in the standard picture, an unknotted disc B; with 8B1=6B1
and B; nBZ=¢. Complete the proof as before.
(6) Hard. Notice that there is an element of choice in the arc ,B’
in the case p22 of the Whitney lemma, namely we can alter it by
“twisting the I2 factor on its axis” see Fig. 42. Exploit this element
of choice to show that it is not necessary to assume n1(M);n1(M —-Q),
which implies y ~0 in M — Q where y is the loop “once round a transverse
disc to Q”, but merely that y is in the centre of 711(M ——Q). The idea is to
span ecu/3’ by a disc which meets Q in a nite number of points and
deduce that ocU/i’~ny. Then kill this “obstruction” by twisting [3’
around Q n times.

Fig. 42
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Let Ww be a manifold and H a w-ball such that Wm H caw, and
suppose that there is a homeomorphism h: IP x 1‘1 —> H, such that
h(1"’x I“)=Hn W. Then we say that (H, h) is a handle of index p on W,
or simply that “H is a p—handle”.
Notice that W'=WUH is also a w—manifold, since a point has a
neighbourhood which is the union of two balls meeting in a common
face. If we write f=h|1'" x I" then we can identify WUH with Wujl‘“
see 227(2); thus we say that W’ is formed from W by attaching a handle
byf. Conversely, given any embeddingf: i” x I" —> 6W, then W'= Wuj-Iw

can be regarded as Wwith an attached p—handle in the obvious way. We
write variously W’= WUH= WuH‘“: WUl-H.
Terminology. Let (H, h) be a p—handle. Then we call h(I" X 0) the core
of H and h(0 x 1") the cocore. h(I"’ x 0) is the attaching sphere (a-sphere)
and h(0 x H) the belt sphere (b-sphere). We also have the a—tube
h(l”XI") and the b—tube h(I”>< i"). Finally h is the characteristic map
of H, and ,fzhlIl" x I“ the attaching map.

b—tube.

" 'V’rrru— tube ,

M

’

/\*u—sphere
Fig. 43

Fig. 43 shows a 1—handle on a 3-manifold. Note that a 0—handle
on Wis a w-disc disjoint from Wand that, at the other extreme, a w-handle
is a disc with its whole boundary equal to a component of 6W.
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The idea of a handle is that it gives an elementary way of enlarging

a manifold. We shall see below that any manifold can be regarded as
constructed from a ball by attaching handles; such a recipe is called
a handle decomposition. However, before examining complete decompositions, we first examine the geometry of two handles added
consecutively and we introduce the “handle moves”—reordering,
cancelling, adding. The h—cobordism theorem will follow from these
moves together with the Whitney lemma and a recipe for computing
homology from a handle decomposition. After the proof of the hcobordism theorem, we will state and prove the two extensions mentioned
in Chapter 1.
Handles on a Cobordism
Let (W, M0,Ml) be a cobordism and H a handle on

W then if

Hm WCM1 we say H is a handle on the cobordism. There is a new
cobordism ( W’, M0, 5 W’——M0) which we say is obtained from the
original cobordism by attaching a handle. For most of the applications
of handles we will be concerned with handles on a cobordism; notice

that when M0 =§J the concept reduces to that of a handle on a manifold.

Fig. 44

Our first lemma shows that the result of attaching a handle depends
only on the isotopy class of the attaching map:
6.1 Lemma. Let f, g: lpx I"—>M1 be ambient isotopic embeddings then
there is a homeomorphism
h: WU].H—+ WURH

which is the identity outside a collar an M1 in W.
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Proof Let H,: M1 —> M1 be the covering isotopy and c a collar on M1.
Then Hr extends to W by 3.22 so that it is the identity outside c. Let H1
be the nishing homeomorphism and define
h~ H1
T id

on W
on Ipq.

Reordering Handles
For the next few sections we will be concerned with the result of
attaching two handles consecutively. The notation Wu H‘r’ u Hl" means

that Hl" is a r-handle on the cobordism W and H“) is an s—handle 0n
the cobordism WUH‘”.
6.2 Reordering lemma. Let W’= Wqr’uH‘” with sgr. Then W’;
WU HmuHm with H") and H“) disjoint.
Proof. Let f: TSXI“”S—>M2 be the attaching map for H“) where
M2:0(WUH"’)——M0. We will show how to ambient isotopef so as
to make its image disjoint from H"). Then we can clearly attach the
handles in reverse order and the result follows from 6.1. Denote by

85.1 the a-sphere of H“) and by S“”"1 the b-sphere of H‘". Then by
general position in My”, we can assume 5‘"1 m 5“""12Q. Now choose
regular neighbourhoods N" of SS‘1 and Nb of 8“""1 which are disjoint.
Then observe that, by the S.N.T., the a-tube Na’ of H“) is also a regular

neighbourhood of S‘"1 in M2 so that we can assume Nu’zNa. Similarly,
the b-tube Nb’ of H‘” is a regular neighbourhood of S“""1 in M2 and
we have an ambient isotopy of M2 carrying Nb onto Nb’. This isotopy
carries Nu off N1; and hence carries imfoff H") as required. See Fig. 45.

Fig. 45
Handles of Adjacent Index

Suppose W’= WUHMUHU+U and let M2:6(WUH‘”)—M0 (as in the

last proof). Then the b—sphere S1 of H") and the a-sphere S2 of H‘””
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are in complementary dimension in M 2. So by a small general position

shift of the attaching map of l+1) we can assume that S2 meets S1
transversally in a finite number of points.

Fig. 46

We can then define the incidence number 8(H”+”,H”’) to be the
intersection number 8(S1, 82), as defined in the last chapter, since the

characteristic maps give standard orientations to S1, S2 and the b-tube
of H"). The next result gives an important homology interpretation of
this incidence number and shows that it depends only on the homotopy

class of the attaching map of H"+ 1’.
6.3

Lemma. Let q: WUH‘” —>S' be the (topological) map which sends

W to a basepoint *eS’, collapses H") onto its core D’ and identies Dr/aD'
with S'/*. Let g: S2 —>S' be the restriction of q, then g has homological

degree 5(H"+“, Hm).
Proof Let f be the attaching map of H('+1’. The degree of g is
unaffected by an isotopy of f: Consider a point peSlnSz. Then the
characteristic map h for H") defines a standard transverse disc D11:
h(I' x p) to S1 at p. By the denition of transversality and the disc theorem
for pairs we can isotope S2 rel S1 to make it agree with Dp near p. Do

this for each intersection then after a further isotopy which carries a
standard neighbourhood of S1 onto the botube we have Sa‘”:
U{Dp|peSlnSZ}. Now ql is the standard identification of Dp/aDp
with S’/* and the result now follows easily from the denition of degree.
See Appendix A. (Notice that the orientation of S2 agrees with Dp if

and only if 8(p)= +1.)
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Complementary Handles

With the same notation as above, suppose that S1 and 52 intersect
transversally in just one point p. H") and H"+“ are then said to be
complementary handles. The importance of such pairs is:

6.4

Cancellation lemma. Suppose W’2Wu H(r)UH(r+1) with H") and

Hm”) complementary. Then there is a homeomorphism h: W’—> W WhiCh
is the identity outside a neighbourhood of H")UH('+1).

Proof. As in the last proof we can assume S2 n(b-tube of H"’)=Dp

where SlnSzz p. Then, by the disc theorem for pairs again, we can
assume that h1(1' >< B’)=h2(D’ x I’) where h1 is the characteristic map

for H"), h2 that for H"+1’ and B’, D' are neighbourhoods of p in Sl,S2

respectively. Then by expanding a standard neighbourhood of S1 onto
the b—tube of H‘” we can assume that these are the only intersections

of H") and H"+”. W’ now shells to W in two steps:

(1) shell Hm from h1(I'x(S1~1§)),
(2) shell HM” onto 112((s2 —i°)) x 1').
The result now follows from 3.25.

The next corollary says that handles which are algebraically com—
plementary can be cancelled under extra conditions. This comes from
a combination of the cancellation lemma and the Whitney lemma. Here
we see why the theory only works well if wg6:
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6.5 Corollary. Suppose W’= WUHMU Hm”) and M1 is simply—
connected, w—rg4, rgZ and wg6.’1hen if8(Hl'+”,H”’)= i1, W’EW.
Proof. Use the terminology of the last proof. Then 861,82): i1
and we wish to use the Whitney lemma to nd an ambient isotopy

of S2 which carries S2 to S’2 with SlS’Zzone point. The result will
then follow from 6.1 and 6.4. Now S1 is in codimension 22, S2 in co-

dimension g3. Moreover there are deformation retractions of Mz—S1
and M1 —(a-sphere of Hm) onto M1 ~(a-tube of H‘") given by using the
product structure of I’XIW‘S. It follows from general position that
M1——(a—sphere of H"’) is simply—connected and hence the Whitney
lemma applies.

In the proof of 6.4 we had H"’r\H"+” a (w—1)-ball so that
HMUH‘H” was a w—ball which, the reader can check, was attached
to W by a face. (I.e. we could have done the shelling in one step instead
of two.) We now reverse the argument and show how to regard a ball
attached to W as a complementary pair of handles of any index:
Introduction lemma. Suppose W’= Wu Bw where Bwn W=BM1

6.6

=face B1 of B. Then we can write W’= WUH"’UH"+” with H") and
H"+“ complementary.
Moreover ifB'CB1 is any locally at disc then we can assume that

the a-sphere of H‘” is 6B' and that (a-sphere of H"+“)m WcB’.
Proof. Consider the “standard” complementary pair:

H1=I' x ([1, 3] x I“""1)
I_12=Ir+1>< Iw~r—1

with

H,UH2=1'>< [—1, 3] x 1%“1
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where the core of H1 is I’x 2x0 and the core of H2 is I'+1 X0. Then
H1 UH2 is a ball with face

Q=i'>< [—1,3] XI”""1UI'><(—1)><I“""1
and if we identify the pair H1 UHZ, Q with B, B1 we have the required
result. For the last part of the lemma use the following exercise to
identify 3’ with I' x [—1, 2] U I’ X(— 1).

Exercise. Any two locally at embeddings B'cli’m are ambient
isotopic by an isotopy of compact support.

Hint. Identify 1% with lR’” and use the proof of 4.16 to show B' is
ambient isotopic to a simplex.
Adding Handles
We now show how to isotope the attaching map of an r-handle by
“sliding” it over an adjacent r-handle. This has the result of adding
(or subtracting) the incidence numbers of the r-handles with (r——1)—
handles and is a key step in the algebraic simplification of handle
decompositions.
Suppose W’= WUJ-H”) and that M1 is simply-connected and r22.
ThenflI' determines a class in n,(M1) which we will denote [f].
6.7 Adding lemma. Suppose W’: Wu].l H1 uh H2 with im(f1) and
im(f2) disjoint and index H1=index H2=r. Suppose that w—rgl r22

and M1 is simply-connected. Then there is an f3 isotopic to f2 such that

[f3] = [M + [f1], and im(f1)  im(f3)=¢Alternatively we can find f3 so that [f3]=[f2] —[f1].

Proof Let h1 be the characteristic map of H1 and c: 1’ x 1“” x 1 —>
cl(M2—H1—H2) a collar on the boundary of the a-tube of H1, where
M2 = 6(Wu H1)—M0 as usual (see Fig. 49).

Let S1=c(I" x x x 1) for some xel“"'. Then S1 bounds the embedded

r-disc D1=c(I" x x X I)Uh1(l' x x). Define S2=a—sphere of H2. Form S3

by piping S1 and S2 together in M2 (see Chapter 4) and dene
Dzh’1(1"1>< [~l, 1]) with the notation of 5.10 (the “solid” piping

tube). Then S2 is ambient isotopic to S3 by two cellular moves.
Move 1. Across the piping tube D.

Move 2. Across D1 (see Fig. 50).
Finally by a regular neighbourhood argument we can assume that

f3:(finishing homeomorphism of this isotopy)of2 is disjoint from f1.
The properties are clear—the sign in the formula comes from the two

possible choices of orientation for SI.
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Fig. 50

63 Remark» Slippose W: WluH‘H) then by 6.3 we have
,
8(H3, I_I(r«l))___..8([_127 H(r71))i8(H1’ Huh“)

Handle Decompositions

Let W be a closed manifold. Then a handle decomposition of W is a
W=H0 q u---u H:
presentatlon

where H0 is a w-ball and H,— is a handle on VVi71=U{HJ-|j§i—l}.
More generally, let (W, M0,M1) be a cobordism. Then a handle
decomposition of W an M0 is a presentation
W=C0UH1U---UHt

where C0 is a collar on M0 in W (which is regarded as a cobordism in
the natural way) and Hi is a handle on the cobordism

W¥1=C0UU{H1|j§i—1}.
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The idea behind a handle decomposition is that it gives an inductive
procedure for constructing W from the trivial cobordism.

Now by the collaring theorem we can add a collar C1 to M1 without
altering W and we have the symmetrical decomposition

WzCoqu-utuCl.
In this case, if we define, Wf+1= CIU U{Hj|jgi+ 1} then we see that
H,— can be regarded as a handle Hi* on Wf+1 with characteristic map
hf=hiot. Where t is the automorphism of IPXI" which interchanges
the first p coordinates with the last q. So we have the dual decomposition

W==C1UH,*U-~-UH;"UC0
of W on M1. Notice that index (Hf)=w—index Hi and that the a-tube
of H,— is the b-tube of H5".
A decomposition is nice if the index of Hnindex H,— for each i
and if handles of the same index are disjoint. It follows from the reordering
lemma, applied to successive pairs of handles, that any decomposition
gives rise to a nice decomposition which has the same number of handles
of each index.
We next prove existence of handle decompositions. Let (K, K0)
be a triangulation of (W, M0) and let A1, ...,A, be the simplexes of
K—K0 taken in order of increasing dimension. Let K” be a second
derived and define

C0=|N(K0,K”)|,
6.9

A?*=|st(ai,K”)|.

Proposition.
W2C0UAf*u~--UA;“*

is a handle decomposition of W on MO with index (Af*):dim(Ai).

The CW Complex Associated with a Decomposition
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Proof C0 is a collar by 3.9. We have to nd a characteristic map

h,- for A,“ as a handle on VV,»‘1=C0UU{A}**|j§i—l}. Now there is
a simplicial isomorphism : A?“ —> st ((1,, K’)’ dened by pseudo—radial
projection from ai (as in Exercise7 at the end of Chapter 2) and this

carries A2” 0 “Ll onto N=|N(/i,-, lk(ai, K’)’| which is a derived neigh—
bourhood and hence regular. Also Aicst(Ai,K) is an unknotted ball
pair by 4.3 since it is the join of (A, A!) with (1k (Ai, K), Q).
It follows that we can choose a homeomorphism git I" X I“ a St (A, K)
so that gi(I” x0)=Ai where dimAi=p and p+q=w; and by the S.N.T.
we can assume gi(i" x 1‘1):N. Therefore hi=ff1 o gi is a suitable
characteristic map for A?“ (see Fig. 51).

The CW Complex Associated with a Decomposition
Notice that, in the last proof, if we shrink all the handles back onto
their cores we recover the complex K. More generally given any

decomposition of W on M0 we can construct a C W complex K attached
to M0 of the same homotopy type as W and with one p-cell for each

p—handle as follows:
Suppose inductively that we have dened K,_1 and a homotopy

equlvalence

1.21: W-1—*Ki~1a
I

relMo.

Let r,: H]. —> core(Hi)U a—tube(Hi) be the obvious deformation retraction.
Then l/Vi—lufiHi is homotopy equivalent with Ki_1Ug,-H.-a where
gi=li71 o, which deformation retracts (by [1.710 r,) on Ki_lugi|1"
(index Hi=p). Then Ki=Ki_1Ug,»n is a cell complex Ki_luattached
p-cell, and we have constructed 1,: VK—> Ki.
If the decomposition was nice, the cells will be attached in order
of increasing dimension and K will be a CW complex.

Now let H"’, H"+1) be handles in the decomposition and e’, e”1 the
corresponding cells of K. Then by niceness we can assume H"), H"+ 1’
are consecutive and we have the incidence number 8(H"+“, Hin) dened.
It follows at once from 6.3 and the denition of incidence numbers in

a CW complex (Appendix A) that 5(H"+”,H"’)=s(e’+1,e’). This observation is very important because it means that we can compute
H* (W, M0) from the list of incidence numbers of a handle decomposition
or conversely, as we shall use it in the proof of the h-cobordism theorem,
deduce facts about incidence numbers from homological hypotheses.

6.10

Exercise. Let W: COU Hl u---UH, be a nice decomposition and

W“): C0 u U {Hmlpgs}. Then we have
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HAW, W‘S’)=0

for igs

HAW, M‘5))=0

for igs, n—s—«l

where M‘”=6W‘5)~M0.
Hint. Use the CW complexes associated to the decomposition and
its dual. Or alternatively use a direct argument and general position.

The Duality Theorems
Let W=COUH1U---UH,U C1 be a nice symmetrical decomposition

and let K be the associated CW complex. Then the dual decomposition
is also nice and we obtain the dual complex K* attached to M1. Now
let H"), HV“) be successive handles and HW”), H‘w”‘ 1’ their duals and

e’, e'“, ew", ew"‘1 the corresponding cells of K and K*. Then since
the a-sphere of H‘w"’=b-sphere of H(” and similarly for H"“‘1’ we have

5(H"+1’,H"’)=2(H‘W"’,H‘W"‘“) mod2
which implies

5(e'“, e’)=6(e“’_’, (aw—”1) m0d2.

It follows that (cf. Appendix A) there is an isomorphism between the
chain complex of K and the cochain complex of K* with Zz-coefcients
and we have
6.11

Theorem. H*(W, M0; ZZ)2HW‘*(W, M1; 22).

Now suppose W is orientable. Then each “level” manifold Mi:
6Wi—M0 is orientable and we have (with the notation of 6.3)

8(S1, S2): i862, SI) and hence £(e’+1,e’)= idew", ew"’1). But since
8(S1,S2)=(— 1)"w"_”e(S2, SI) in Mi, and orientation ofH=(—1)"W"’
orientation of H *, the signs are in fact all positive, and we have
6.12

Theorem. If W is orientable then

H.(W. M0; Z)2HW‘*(W, M11).
The case M0=M1=Q of these theorems is usually called “Poincare
duality” and the case Moz, “Lefschetz duality”.
Simplifying Handle Decompositions
Now we come to the heart of the proof of the h-cobordism theorem,
namely using algebraic hypotheses to modify a decomposition.

Simplifying Handle Decompositions
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6.13 Lemma (elimination of O—handles). Suppose given a handle de—
composition of W on M0 with i, t—handles for each t. Suppose that each
component of W meets M0. Then there is another decomposition with no

0—handles, (i1— i0) l—handles and it t-handles for t> 1.
Proof. By the reordering lemma we can assume that indices of
handles increase. Now attaching a handle of index 2 does not affect
connectivity. It follows that each O—handle is connected to either another
0—handle or else to C0 by a l—handle. But a O-handle with a l—handle
attached to it by one end only is a complementary pair which can be
cancelled. It follows that each O—handle can be cancelled with a suitable
l-handle.

—+ 

~
Fig. 52
6.14

Corollary. Suppose W is connected then W has a handle decom—

position on M0 with
(i) no 0- or w-handles ifMO, M1 #53
(ii) one O-handle and no w-handles ifM0 =53, M1 3H3
(iii)

no O-handles and one w-handle ifM0=HJ, M1 2‘3

(iv)

one O—handle and one w-handle ifMO =M1=¢.

Proof. For (i) apply 6.13 to a decomposition and the dual decom—
position. For (ii) let HOUHIU-“UH, be a decomposition. Then H0 is
a O—handle and we can apply (i) to COUHluu-UH, where CO is a
collar on 6H0 in H0. Parts (iii) and (iv) follow similarly.
6.15

Lemma (elimination of l-handles). Suppose W is connected and

we are given a handle decomposition of W on M0 with no 0-handles and i,
t—handles for t>0. Suppose that 711(W, M0)=0, and wg6. Then there is
another decomposition with i, t—handles for tzkl,3, no l—handles and

(i1+ i3) 3-handles.
Proof. We can assume the decomposition is nice. Let (H1,h1) be a
typical 1-handle. We will show how to “replace” Hl by a 3—handle
and the result then follows by induction. Let oc=h1(11 xx) be an arc
in the b—tube of H1 “parallel” to the core. By general position and
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regular neighbourhoods (as in 6.2) we can assume a misses the 2—handles

and hence lies in M‘e—aW‘D—MO. Now by 6.10 n1(W‘2’, C0)=0 and
we can nd a map f: D2 —> W”) with f(aD2)=aull where [l lies in CO.
(The use of 6.10 simply involves pushing f off the cocores of the higher
dimensional handles by general position.) Then we can again assume

(as in 6.2) that B is embedded in M(2’ disjoint from all 1— and 2-handles.
Finally homotopf rel 6D2 into Mm by 6.10 (i.e. push off the cores of
the 1- and 2—handles by general position) and, by a nal application

of general position, replace f by a locally at embedded disc D2. Now
use 6.6 to introduce a complementary 2 and 3 handle pair (H2,H3)
along a neighbourhood of D2 so that the a—sphere of H2 is (302. Then
(H1,H2) are complementary and can be cancelled, and we have “replaced” H1 by H3, as required, see Fig. 53.

M1

M0

Fig. 53

Fig. 54

Remark. Lemma 6.15 works if w: 5. The only part of our proof
which fails is the nal appeal to general position—We would merely
get a locally at embedding off a finite set which then has to be “piped”
over the edge (as in 5.9). The proof of the lemma generalises to “replace”
s—handles by (s+2)—handles when ns(W, M0)=0, M0 is connected and
w§23+3. This result will not be needed.

6.16 Lemma (elimination of s—handles, 2§s§w~4). Suppose given a
handle decomposition of W on M0 with no handles of index <3 and i,
handles of index t for tgs. Then, if MO is simply—connected 2§s§w—4,

wg6 and HS(W, M0)=0, we can nd a new decomposition with the same
number of t-handles for t=#s, s+ l, with no s—handles and with (is+1~is)
(s + 1)—handles.

Proof We can assume that the decomposition is nice and then we
can compute H*(W, M0) from the incidence numbers. Let H“) be a
typical s-handle. We show how to eliminate H“) and the result follows

The Relative Case
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by induction. Let HES“) be the (s+1)—handles and ni=s(H§°‘+1),H‘°").
Use 6.7 to add the (s+1)—handles so as to reduce Zlnil as far as
possible. For example suppose n1,n2#0, lnllglnzl, then replace by

n1, n1 —l_—n2 and reduce Zlnil. Finally only 111 say is non—zero and since
H3(W, M0)=0 we must have n1: i1. H") and H§’+” are then algebra—
ically complementary and the result follows from 6.5.

Proof of the h-Cobordism Theorem

6.17

h-cobordism theorem. Let (W, M0, M1) be a simply—connected

h-cobordism (i.e. Moc W and MIC W are both homotopy equivalences).
’Ihen, ifwg6, WzM0 x 1.

Proof. Choose a decomposition W: C0 UH1U~-UH,U C1. We will
show how to eliminate all the Hi and then WECOU C1 and the result
is proved. Now by 6.13 and 6.15 we can assume there are no 0— or
1-handles, and, applying these results to the dual decomposition, that
there are no w— or (w—l)—handles. Now use 6.16 to eliminate all the
s-handles for 2§s§w—4 and then we have only (w—3)- and (w—2)—
handles. Now apply 6.16 to the dual decomposition to eliminate
the (w—2)—handles and we then have only (w—3)—handles. But
HW_3(W, M0)=0, which implies that there are no (w-3)-handles left.
Remark. We actually only used the hypotheses

( 1) n1(W, M0)=n1(VV, M.)=0,
( 2) W is simply-connected,
( 3) H..(vv, M0)=o,
(4) H*(W, M1)~—-0.

But (4) follows from (3) and duality (see appendix A.4) so that we have
proved the stronger form of the theorem (see end of Chapter 1).

The Relative Case

By a cobordism with boundary we mean a compact w-manifold Wtogether

with two disjoint (w— 1)—dimensi0nal submanifolds, M0, M1 caW. Then
V=cl(6W— M0 —M1) is a cobordism between 6M0 and 6Ml (see Fig. 54):

W is an h—cobordism if M0 c W, M1 c W, 8M0 c V, 6M1: V are all
homotopy equivalences.
6.18 Relative h-cobordism theorem. Let (W, M0, M1) be a simplyconnected h-cobordism with boundary and suppose VgMO X I and wg6.

Then (W, V);(MO, 6M0)>< I.
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Remarks

(1) By assuming that V is a product we avoid having to put conditions
on V. Combining 6.18 with the absolute theorem yields a theorem
when V is not known already to be a product.
(2) By uniqueness of collars (see end of Chapter 4) we can assume
that the product structure on W extends the given structure on V.
Proof. Let (K, K0) be a triangulation of (W, M0). Then by 3.17 and
hypothesis we can assume

V: IN(6K3, (6K — K0)”)|.
Then if we let A1, ...,A, be the simplexes of K not in KO we have
W=C0uAf*U---UA;"*
where C0=|N(K0,K”)|. Then C0 is a collar which restricts on M0 to
V and we have a “handle decomposition” of W on M0 rel V.

Uhungb

v1

(W)

K) m

WIN
Fig. 55

By the collaring theorem we can assume that this decomposition
is symmetrical and it only remains to observe that each of the lemmas

used in the proof of the h-cobordism theorem can be applied in this
situation and that the resulting homeomorphisms can all be assumed

to be xed on V. Therefore W; COU C1 rel V which implies the result.

Remark. As with the absolute theorem we have only used the simple
connectivity of W, M0 and M1, H*(W, M0)=0, and duality (which has a
similar statement and proof).
The Non-Simply-Connected Case
Let W be a connected h-cobordism; then there is defined a torsion

element r(W, M0)eWh(7r1(W)), see Appendix B.
6.19 s—cobordism theorem. Let (W, M0, M1) be a connected h—cobordism
and w_2_6. Then WgM0 x I ifand only ifr(W, M0)=0.
Remarks
(1) The “only if” part follows from the properties of torsion, so we
prove the “if ” part.

The Non—Simply-Connected Case

(2)
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h-cobordisms may be constructed with any given torsion (see the

end of the chapter).
(3) 6.18 and 6.19 can be combined to give a relative s-cobordism
theorem which is proved by combining the proofs.
The geometry of the proof of 6.19 is the same as that for the simply—
connected case, the main difference being the need to take care with
base-points. A “handle” will now mean a based handle i.e. we have
a specic base—path from the base point of the a-sphere to the base—
point of M0. (This allows us to regard a b-sphere as based by using a
standard path between the two spheres.)
The reordering lemma and the notion of complementary handles are
unchanged as are the cancellation and introduction lemmas. However
we need a non-simply-connected version of Corollary 6.5. Incidence
numbers are defined in Zn, where n=n1(W), as in the last chapter.

6.20

Corollary to 6.4. Suppose W'= Wu H") u H"+” and n1(Ml);

n1(M2);nl(W) where M2 26(WU H"’)—MO and that 2§r§w—4.

Then if 5(H"+1’, Hm): g, where gen, W’; W.
The proof is similar to 6.5 using the non—simply-connected Whitney
lemma.
The adding lemma, 6.7, needs to be generalised by allowing
[f3] = [fl] i[fl]’z, where g6 7:1(M1) acts in the usual way. This is proved
by choosing the piping tube in a neighbourhood of an arc on which
represents g.
Existence of decompositions follows as before and, by a generalisation
of6.3, proved by lifting to the universal cover, we can compute H* (W, M0)
as a In module from the incidence numbers when n1(W)gn1(M0).
Here X denotes the universal cover of X.
Proof of 6.19. The idea is the same—start with a decomposition
and eliminate all the handles, but the method is rather different. We
start as before by eliminating 0—, 1-, w-, and (w—1)—handles using
Lemmas 6.13 and 6.15. Then the idea is to “ move ” all the handles into
two adjacent dimensions. Suppose H") is the rst handle with r22 and

w—rg4. We show how to replace H") by an (r+2)-handle HUM).

Denote the incidence numbers 8(H}'+1’,H"’) by ti, tieZ n, where HY“)

are the (r+l)—handles. Since H,(W, A7020 we must have some linear
combination Ema-=1, niel 7:. Introduce a complementary pair
(H"+2’, HM”). Then by adding suitable combinations of the Hf” 1’ to
H"+” we can make 6(H"+“, H"’)=Z ni ti=1. We can then cancel
H"+1) with H") by Corollary 6.20. This “replaces” H") by Hm”).
Finally there are handles left of indices (w—~3) and (w—2) only,

or dually of indices 2 and 3 only. Let A be the matrix over Z 7: determined
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by the incidence numbers of H113) with H)”. Since H*(W,M)=0, A is
an invertible p>< p matrix for some 1). A determines an element
1:1(W,M)6Wh(7r) (see Appendix B) which measures the obstruction
to changing A to the empty matrix by a sequence of the following
A
.
moves: (1) Replace A by (0 (1)) or vice versa. (2) Add a multlple of

one row to another. (3) Reorder rows or columns. (4) Multiply a row

by an element of 7: or by — 1.
However each of these moves can be realised by a handle operation:
(1) Introduce or cancel a pair of (algebraically) complementary handles.
(2) Add handles. (3) Renumber handles. (4) Change the base—path or
orientation of a handle.
Hence if 120 we can cancel all the 2- and 3-handles and W is a
product, as required.

Constructing h-Cobordisms
Finally, to end the chapter, we show how to construct h-cobordisms
of any given torsion. Let M’l be a given manifold with n23 and
TEWh(7Z), 7:27:1(M), a given element. Then ”C is determined by an
invertible px p matrix A with entries in 2(a). Construct a cobordism
W with handles of indices 2 and 3 only and matrix (of the last proof)
equal to A as follows:
(1) Start with the trivial cobordism M X I and attach p complementary

(2, 3) pairs, (H112), Hf”), i=1, 2, ...,p.
(2) Attach also p complementary (3,4) pairs by balls disjoint from
the (2,3) pairs. Forget the 4—handles and call the new 3—handles Hi,
i=1,2, ...,p.

(3)

Use the adding lemma to add to each H11” a suitable linear com-

bination_of the H113) so as to realise the i-th row of A. In other words

make 5(Hf3), H}2’)=AU.
(4)

i

Now forget the H113). Then W=M><IU{H}2’}U {Hf’} is the

required cobordism.
Notice that the construction actually embeds W in the trivial co-

bordism M x 12M x I uall the attached handles.
Exercise. If n24 then W is an h—cobordism.
Hint. Invertibility of A implies H*(W,M)=O. Use 6.10 to check
the n1( ) hypotheses.
6.21 Exercise (classication of h-cobordisms). Prove that there is a
one—one correspondence between Wh(1r) and homeomorphism classes
(rel M) of h—cobordisms (W, M, M’) for n25, by observing: (1) Any
h-cobordism embeds in an s—cobordism and hence in any other hcobordism. (2) If W1C W and t(W,M)=r(Wl,M) then cl(W— W,) is an
s-cobordism.

Chapter 7. Applications

We give live applications of handle theory:

(1) Unknotting balls and spheres in codimension 23.
(2) A criterion for unknotting in codimension 2.
(3) A weak 5—dimensional h-cobordism and Poincaré theorem.
(4) Engulng.
(5) Embedding manifolds.
Unknotting Balls and Spheres in Codimension ;3
7.1

Theorem. Any proper (q, n)—ball or sphere pair is unknotted ifq — n g 3.
For the following corollaries, see Chapter 4.

7.2 Corollary. Any proper (q, n)—manifold pair is locally at provided
q—ngl
7.3 Corollary. Any proper isotopy of manifolds is ambient in codimension 23.
We will deduce the theorem from two lemmas:

7.4

Lemma. The theorem is truefor locallyat (q, n)—ball pairs with q; 6.

.A‘

&\”\\
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Proof. Let N be a regular neighbourhood of B" in B", then (N, B")
is an unknotted ball pair by 4.14. Define W=cl(Bq—N), M0: Wm N;

choose a collar C on MO in cl (6 W— M0) and define M1: cl(6W— (M0 U C)).

Then (W, M0,M1) is a cobordism with boundary C and we claim that
it is a simply-connected h-cobordism. First W, M0, M1 are all simply—
connected by general position, since Wq—B", MozoN ~68",
M1 :oB‘l—oB", and B", 63" are in codimension 23. Secondly
H* (3", N) ; H*(B’1,B")= 0
;H*(W,MO)

by homotopy
by excision.

It then follows from 6.18 that WEMO x I and hence (8", B") is obtained
from the unknotted pair (N, B") by gluing a collar on M0 and is therefore
unknotted by 2.25.

7.5 Lemma. Let (q—n) be xed then (q, n)—ball pairs unknot for
q§ t ¢> (q, n)—sphere pairs unknot for qg t.
Proof. Assume spheres unknot, then given a (q, n)—ball pair, by
hypothesis its boundary is unknotted and we can glue on an unknotted
ball pair to form a sphere pair, which is unknotted by hypothesis. So
the original pair is obtained from an unknotted sphere pair by removing
an unknotted ball pair and so the result follows from 4.9.
Conversely, suppose balls unknot and a sphere pair is given; remove
a small ball pair, to form a ball pair. Then by hypothesis the original
pair is obtained by gluing two unknotted ball pairs along their bound—
aries and the result is unknotted by 4.3.
Proof of 7.1. By induction on q. By 5.6 sphere pairs unknot for qg 5
and hence, by 7.5, ball pairs unknot for qg 5. Now suppose the theorem
is true for qgt—l and (B',B'") a given pair with tgé, t—mg3. Then

looking at links we see that B’" is locally at in B1 and hence the pair
is unknotted by 7.4. It follows from 7.5 that any (t,m)—sphere pair is
unknotted and the induction step is established.

A Criterion for Unknotting in Codimension 2
We will need to assume that Wh(Z)=0 (see bibliography) so that any
h—cobordism between manifolds with fundamental group Z is simple.
7.6 Theorem. Let S“ be a proper locally at sphere pair with q—n=2,
qgé. Then the pair is unknotted if and only ifS’i" has the homotopy
type ofa circle.
Remarks
(1)

The “only if” part is obvious.

Weak 5-Dimensional Theorems
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(Z) The theorem is also known for q=3 when it follows from the
notorious Dehn lemma and for 6125 by “surgery” (see bibliography).
Proof. Let B“ be the result of removing an unknotted ball pair
then by 4.3 it sufces to show 34’" is unknotted. Dene N, W, M0, C, M,

as in the proof of 7.4. Then WzS‘ by hypothesis, M(),M‘:S1 since
(0N, dB") and (63", (33") are unknotted. Therefore W is an h-cobordism,
hence an s—cobordism, hence (by the relative s-cobordism theorem)
a product. Therefore 34’" is unknotted as in 7.4.
Weak 5-Dimensi0nal Theorems

7.7

Weak 5—dimensi0nal h-cobordism theorem. Let (W5, M0, M1) be a

simply-connected h—cobordism between manifolds without boundary. 7hen

(W—M,);M0 ><[0,1).
We say W is invertible if there is a cobordism (W, M1, M2) such that
W UM! W; M0 x I.
7.8

Lemma. W is invertible with inverse W=W with ends reversed.
Proof. Consider W>< I as a cobordism between the manifolds with

boundary M0 x I and W’=(W>< OLJM1 >< Iu W><1)—collar.
MIXI

Wx0

WxI

l

coUur
MOXI

Fig. 57

By the relative 6-dimensional h-cobordism theorem we hav_e

W’ EMO X I so that W X 0 is invertible with inverse M1 >< Iu W x I; W,
as required.

Proof of 7.7. By collaring W; WUM1 X I and hence

W—MI; WuMx x [0, 1).
Now consider

:
_
7
W: WuM1 WUM0 WuM1 W...

then this is
MOXIUMOXIU---

by 7.8

2M0x[0,1).
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But by symmetry W is the inverse to W hence WUMO W=M1 x I and so
W; WU Ml x [0, 1)
; W—M1

(by pairing the other way)
by the rst remark.

Remark. Lemma 7.8 (and hence Theorem 7.7) is also true without
the hypothesis of simple connectivity (and for any dimension >5 as
well). The proof is similar to our proof but before starting one has to
add a cobordism to W to kill torsion (by existence of cobordisms with
arbitrary torsion). This of course does not affect invertibility.

7.9

Corollary (weak Poincare theorem). Let M5 be a closed manifold

of the homotopy type of 8". Then M5 is topologically homeomorphic
with S5.
Proof. Let D? cDc5 be concentric discs and let D; CM~D2 be
another. Then M—(Dl U03);6D3 x [0, l) by 7.7, and the argument in

Chapter 1. Hence M5 is covered by two discs D2 and D4 2 D3 u 6D3 x [0, t]
for suitable I. Now 6D4 is a locally flat S4 embedded in 152 and hence
bounds a topological ball D; in D2 by 3.39. Therefore M5=D4UD’2 is
the union of two topological balls sewn along their boundaries and
hence is a topological sphere as required.
Engulfing
Let M be an i-connected manifold (i.e. each map f: K—>M can be
homotoped to zero if dimK§i) and X CM a polyhedron of dimension 3. We want to conclude that X is contained in a ball in M and
then we say X can be engulfed in M.
More generally suppose (W, M0, M,) is a cobordism and (W, M0) is

i—connected (i.e. each map f: K —> W can be homotoped into MO where
dimension Kgi). Then we wish to conclude that X l'c W is contained
in a collar on M0, and then say X can be engulfed from M0.
7.10 Engulng theorem. Let W be a cobordism (without boundary) and
X‘c W Then X can be engulfed from M0 provided (W, M0) is i-connected
and
(1)

wg6,wi§3 or

(Z)

w=4,5, i=1 or

(3)

w=5, i=2 and M0 is simply—connected.

Remarks

(1) The extra hypothesis on M0 in Part (3) is unnecessary. This is
seen by using the non-simply-connected weak h-cobordism theorem (see
the proof below).

Engulfing
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(2) There are counter-examples to extending the theorem to the case
w—i=2, wg4. The case w=3, i=1 is unsolved and equivalent to the
Poincare conjecture in dimension 3 (see bibliography).

We first prove an easy lemma:
7.11 Lemma. Suppose (W, M0) has a handle decomposition with no
handles of index gi then Xi can be engulfed from M0.

Proof. We use induction on the number of handles. So let W = W0 u H.

X
We

Fig. 58

Let D be the cocore of H. Then by general position we may assume
that X nD=lJ. Then by the usual regular neighbourhood argument we

can ambient isotope X off H. Then X C W0 and the result now follows
by induction.
Proof of 7.10
(1) This follows from 7.11 and Lemmas 6.13, 6.15, 6.16; to eliminate
(w—3)-handles apply 6.5 (or 6.20) to the duals of an algebraically complementary (w — 2, w — 3)—pair.
(2) This follows by changing a homotopy into an ambient isotopy as
in 5.9 (we are essentially in the manifold case since in a triangulation
of X we can easily engulf the vertices first).
(3) We use the weak h-cobordism theorem. Choose a handle decomposition and eliminate 1-handles by the remark below 6.15. Next
ambient isotope X off the 3-, 4- and 5-handles by 7.11. Now use 2-con-

nectivity to nd 3-handles HE” which are algebraically complementary

to the 2-handles H152) (see proof of 6.19). Then Cou U {Him} u U {HP’}

is a 5-dimensional h-cobordism and hence a “weak” product by 7.7. It is
now easy to engulf X.
Exercise. Generalise the engulfing theorem for cobordisms with
boundary.
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Embedding Manifolds

7.12 Theorem. Letf: M" —> Q" be a map ofunbounded manifolds with M
compact. Then f is homotopic to an embedding provided

(0 q—nz3
(2)

M is d—connected where d: 2n — q

(3)

Q is (d+ l)-connected.

7.13 Corollary. A closed k—connected n-manifold embeds in 118““,
provided n—kg3.
Proof of 7.12. We can suppose that f is in general position. We then
generalise the method of 5.5 using engulfing. The idea is to nd collapsible subsets CCM, DCQ such thatf“(D)=C and S(f)c C. We
can then complete the proof as in 5.5, namely choose regular neigh-

bourhoods N0, N of C, D in M, Q so that f“(N)=NO and f~‘(1\7)=NO

and then replace f |N0 by an embedding into N using the cone
struction.
C and D are found by a repeated engulng argument:
First engulf S (f) in a ball B in M and dene C1=(singular)
on S(f) in B. Then S(f)c:C1, dim(C1)§d+1 and C‘\.0.
Next engulf f(C,) in a ball 8’ in Q and let Dlzsingular
on f (C1) in B’ which we can suppose shifted into general position

con-

cone
cone
with

respect to f(M)(relf(C,)). Then D‘\.0 and f_l(D‘)=C‘UE‘ where
dim(E1)§d —1 by general position and codimension 23.
Now engulf El from a regular neighbourhood B of C1 in M and

dene

C2: Cl U(trail of E1 under a collapse B x C,).

Then S(f)c C1: C2 \. 0 and dim(C2— C1)§d.
Next engulf f (C2) from a regular neighbourhood of D‘ and dene

D2 =Dl u(trail off(C2) under a collapse).
Then f(C2)CD2\.0 and dim(DZ—f(C2))§d+l so that by general
position we can assumef“(D2)= C2 UE2 where dimEzgd—Z.
The process continues with the dimension of the “error term” El.
decreasing at each stage. Eventually En=¢ and C = C", D=D,l and the
theorem is proved.
7.14 Exercise. Prove a version of 7.12 for bounded manifolds where
the map is already an embedding on the boundaries by using a collar
to replace the problem by an “interior” one. Deduce that the embedding

constructed in 7.12 is unique up to concordance provided M is (d+1)—
connected and Q (d + 2)—connected, where f0 , f1 are concordant if they are
restrictions of an embedding F: M x I —>Q x] which respects the top
and bottom levels only. (See also the historical notes.)

Appendix A. Algebraic Results

Here we give denitions and results used in the book. Proofs can be
found in [J .1], [J .2] or [J .3] (see bibliography), for a geometrical treatment see below and [J .4].

A.1

Homology

We will assume that abelian homology groups H”(X, A) are defined for
n=0, 1, ..., where ACX is a pair of topological spaces. These groups
have the following properties:
(1) Iff: (X, A) —> (Y, B) is a map of pairs then there is an induced natural
homomorphism f*: H,l (X, A)—> H"(Y, B). Naturality means

(a) id*=id: H"(X, A)—> H"(X, A),

(b) (f0 g)*=f* o g*(2)

There is a natural boundary homomorphism
a:

Hn(X9 A)_’ Hn—1(A)EHn—l(A9¢)'

Here naturality means that if f : (X, A) —> (Y, B) is a map then the square

J,‘

J“.

Hn(X> A)‘L*Hn—X(A)

commutes.
(3)

HAY, B)h‘7—+ Hn_1(B)

Exactness. The sequence

HH"(A)HH..(X)HHn(X,A)i*H,.,i(A)H
is exact where the unamed homomorphisms are induced by inclusion.
(4) Homotopy. Supposef, g: (X, A)—> (Y, B) are two maps and that there
is a map h: (X ><I,A ><I)—>(Y, B) such that h|X X0=fand h|X><1=g.
Then f* = g*.
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Remark. h is said to be a homotopy between f and g. Homotopy is
an equivalence relation on the set of maps (X, A)—>(Y, B). A map f is
a homotopy equivalence if there is a map g: (Y, B)—>X, A) so that fog
and g of are both homotopic to the relevant identity maps. It follows
from (1) and (4) that iff is a homotopy equivalence then f* is an isomorphism. If the inclusion ACX is a homotopy equivalence then from
exactness H"(X, A)=0 for all n. (Write H*(X,A)=0.) A special sort of
homotopy equivalence often used is a (strong) deformation retraction.
AcX is a deformation retract if there is a homotopy of il_ to a
retraction r: X —> A and the homotopy is fixed on A (i.e. h(a, t):a, aeA).

(5) Excision. Suppose that UCA and cl(U)c:int(A) then the homomorphism H"(X— U, A— U)—> H"(X. A) induced by inclusion is an isomorphism.
Remark. If P,Q1cQ are polyhedra with Q13Q~P and we write
R for Pm Q1 then H"(Q1,Pl)a H"(Q, P) is an isomorphism. This follows
from excision and homotopy by a simple argument.
n 2% 0
0,
(6) Dimenszon.
H,,(pt.);{Z

":0

Remark. If X deformation retracts on a point (say X is contractible)
then Hn(X);H"(pt.); or equivalently H*(X)2Ker(H*(X)~>H* (pt.))=0.
A.2

Geometric Interpretation of Homology

The interpretation given here can be taken as the definition of homology
if the reader desires. The properties listed above are easily proved—the
excision axiom uses regular neighbourhoods, the dimension axiom
follows from the cone construction, for details see [J .4; 3.1].
An n-cyele is a polyhedron P which possesses a triangulation K so
that each principal simplex of K has dimension n (a simplex is principal
ifitisthc face ofno other) and each (n— 1)—simplex is the face of exactly
two n-simplexes. Equivalently (and more intrinsically) there is a polyhedron of dimension n~2, S(P)c:P such that

(1)

P:c1(P—S(P))

(2)

P—S(P) is an n-manifold without boundary.

In other words P is a “manifold with a codimension 2 singularity” and
we call S(P) the singularity of P. P is oriented if P~S(P) is oriented
(use the geometrical denition given in Chapter3 following the treatment which avoids algebraic topology).
An n—cycle with boundary is a pair (P.8P) such that there is an
(n—Z)-dimensional polyhedron S (P)CP so that

A.3

Homology Groups of Spheres

(1)

P=cl(P—S(P))
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(Z)

P—S(P) is an n-manifold with boundary 0P~S(P)

(3)

8P is an (n— 1)—cycle with singularity S(P)n€7P.

A singular n—cycle in X is a pair (P,f) where P is an oriented n-cycle
and f: P—>X a map. (RMfO) and (H,f,) are homologous (or bordant) if
there is an oriented n-cycle with boundary Q and a map g: Q —> X so that

(Q; P0 UP and, if we identify Q with R) u P1 by this isomorphism, then
we havef02gll’0,fl :glP1. (Q, g) is called the homology between (Po,f0)

and (mo.

Then H" (X) is the set of homology classes of singular n-cycles in X.
Group structure is given by disjoint union; to see existence of inverses
consider fo 711: P x I —> X.
More generally a singular n-cycle in (X, A) is a pair (P, f) where P
is an oriented n-cycle with boundary and/a map of pairs (P, 6P) —» (X, A).
Homology is defined using bordisms with boundary (cf. Chapter 6) and
we have the relative homology group Hn(X, A).
A.3

Homology Groups of Spheres

Theorem
(1)

Hi(S"):0, [#0, n
Hn(S");Z;H0(S"), n>0

H0(S°); Z (a Z.
(2)

id: S" a S" is a generator of Hn(S") (under the geometric inter-

pretation).

(3)

(3.31) r": S" —>S" is not homotopic to id.

Proof.
(1) By induction on n. For n=Q the result is easy. Suppose the theorem
true for n~1 and consider S”=I"+1:D"+ uD’: where
D"+ ={xlxeS", 39.20}
and D", has xng0. Then D: D’L =3"1 and since balls are contractible

we have

H*(S");H*(S", D'L)
;H* (D’; , S"’1)

by homotopy and exactness
by excision.

Now use the long exact sequence and induction.
(2) By induction again using the last proof. Consider or : [idz D’; A Di]

then doc:[id: S""—>S"’1] and so by induction on is a generator of
Hn(D’;, 5""). But [5:[id2 S”—+ S"] corresponds under excision to at.
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(3) Observe that 7:1: S" X I —+ S" is a homology between [id] u [rn]
and [(3] which represents zero. So if idzrn then 2[id] =0 contradicting
Part ( 1).
AA

Cohomology

There is a dual theory which we mention briey (for a geometrical
treatment see [J .4]). Cohomology groups H *(X, A) are defined so that
the direction of the induced homomorphisms is reversed. l.e.
f: (X, A)—>(Y, B) induces f*: H*(Y, B)—>H*(X,A). Cohomology satisfies axioms similar to those for homology. There are cap products

0; Hq(X, A) ® H"(X, A)—> HH(X, A)
and if M is an oriented manifold then 0 [id]: H”(M)—»Hn_p(M) gives

the Poincare duality isomorphism of Chapter 6. The intersection
number of two cycles (dened in Chapter 5) is the same as the cap
product of one with the Poincare dual of the other (cf. [J.4; ll, 3]).
There is an Alexander duality theorem which relates the homology of
a polyhedron PclR” with the cohomology of lR"—P. There is also a

universal coefficient theorem which relates cohomology to homology.
We used only a weak form of the theorem namely,
Theorem. H*(X,A)=0 ifand only ifH*(X,A)=0.
This weak form is easily deduced from the recipe given in A.7 for
computing homology and cohomology from incidence numbers in a
C W complex.
A.5

Coefficients

If G is an abelian group then there are defined homology and cohomology
groups with coefficients G denoted H*(X, A; G) and H*(X, A; G). The
ordinary homology groups are the same as those with coefficients Z.
Coefficients 22 have a simple geometric interpretation as bordism of
unoriented cycles. (Co)homology groups with coefficients satisfy the
same axioms as those for coefficients Z except for the dimension axiom
which reads H,,(pt.; G)=H"(pt.; G):O, n+0, 209120.

A.6

Homotopy Groups

Let X be a space and *EX a fixed point, the basepoint. Then the
n-th_ homotopy group 71,,(X) is the set of homotopy classes of maps
(1", I")—) (X, *); group structure is given for n21 by track addition:

A.7

CW Complexes
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(f+g)(x1,x2, ---axn):f(2x1+19x29 ...,Xn)

:g(2x1—l,x2, ...,xn)

xléo

x‘go.

7:1 (X) is the fundamental group of X and nn(X) is abelian for n32.
If *eA cX then the relative groups 7:" (X, A) are defined to be homotopy
classes of maps
(11131, JnT1)—>(X,A,*)

where J"‘1=cl(l”*F"") and 1”“ is the face x121. The boundary
map 8: 71,,(X, A)—> n",1(A) is defined by restricting to F’”1 and identifying F"*1 with I”‘1. The homotopy groups satisfy the axioms for the
homology groups (the induced homomorphism is defined by composition) with the exception of the excision axiom and the dimension

axiom (n"(pt.):0 all n).
The pair (X, A) is r-connected if every map f: (P, Q)—>(X, A) is
homotopic to a map into A, where P is a polyhedron of dimension §r.
HA is path connected then (X, A) is r-connected if and only if ni(X, A)=0
for igr (for the if part use a skeletal induction over some triangulation
of (P, Q)). l-connected is usually called simply-connected. X is r-connected if (X, *) is r-connected. It is easy to see that X is simply-connected
if and only if X is path connected and every loop in X (i.e. map of S1

in X) extends to a map of D2 in X.

An action of 711 on n" is defined by adding a collar to I" and mapping
the collar lines around the given loop. A similar construction gives a
change of basepoint isomorphism and if n1=0 then 7:" is independent
of basepoint and is isomorphic with [5", X] (notice that S";I"/i").
Here [,] denotes the set of homotopy classes of maps.
A.7

CW Complexes

If A is a space and f: Si‘laA a map then the identification space
A U] Ii is said to be obtained from A by attaching an i-cell. The natural
map (1): I' ~>Auj I' is the characteristic map for the i-cell and we write
A U] 1': A u e'.
A finite CW complex X attached to A is obtained by repeatedly
attaching cells in order of increasing dimension with cells of the same
dimension having disjoint interiors. Observe the similarity with nice
handle decompositions. Infinite CW complexes are defined by attaching
all the i-cells simultaneously.
Let ei, e’+1 be cells in X then the restriction of the characteristic

map for ei+1 composed with the collapsing map czA uei->(Auei)/A ;

Ii/I'i determines a map

f: S‘aIi/I'igsi.
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The homological degree off defined by deg(f)[id]:[f] (cf. A.3) is

called the incidence number ofe"+1 on ei denoted 8(ei“, e').
Now let C"(X, A) be the free abelian group with basis the n-cells
of X and 0": Cn(X, A)~> Cn41(X, A) the homomorphism determined by

8(6"):Z{8(e",e""l)e"’1le"’1€X}.
Theorem

(1) 8n_i°5n=0
(2)

Hn(X,A);Ker(6n)/Im(6n+l).
Sketch of proof. By excision and A3 we can identify C" with

H"(Xn,Xng1) where Xi=Au{_j-cells|j§i}. Moreover Hi(Xn,X n—1 )20
for Hm. Then 0,, is the composition
Hn(Xn’ XII—0"Hn71(Xn~l)—)Hn—1(Xn717XnA2)

and part(l) follows from diagram chasing using exactness. Now con-

sider the long exact sequences of the triples X"+1:>Xn:Xn,1 and
Xn+13Xn713Xn72 (exactness for a triple follows from exactness for
a pair and diagram chasing). From the first sequence we deduce that
[1"(X n+1’ Xnil); Cn/lmwnH) and from the second that

Hn(X

n+1’

X ,2);Ker(CH/1m(an+1)a CnA1)=Ker(8n)/lm(€n+l).
n

Finally an easy induction argument shows that Hn(X, A) = Hn(Xn+1,Xn 7 2).
Addenda. (a) If we define 6": C" —> C n+1 by 6n(e"):Zc(e”“, e")e"+1.

Then H" (X, A): Ker(6n)/lm(6n71).
(b) Define Cn(X, A; G): Cn(X, A) ()9 G then
II*(X, A; G) are computed in a similar way.

H*(X. A; G)

and

Whitehead’s theorem (quoted in Chapter 1 but not used in the book)
states that a mapf: X —> Y of l—connected CW complexes is a homotopy
equivalence if and only iff*: H*(X)—> H*(Y) is an isomorphism.
AB

The Universal Cover

Let X be a path—connected topological space. The universal cover
X of X is defined as a set to be the set of homotopy classes of maps
f: (I, (”a (X, *) where the homotopies are fixed on 1. There is a natural

map p: X—>X by p[f]:f(l), and we give X the weakest topology
which makes p continuous (i.e. U open if and only if p(U) open in X).
n:n1(X) acts on X over X by track addition i.e. f“=g+[f] and it

easy to see that p“(y0):y" where yep‘1(y0).
Now suppose that (X,A) is a CW complex on A in which all the
cells are based (i.e. each cell ei has a path from 1=(l,0, ...,0)ee‘ to

A.8

The Universal Cover
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*EA) and suppose that n1(A)g7rl(X) by inclusion. Let ei be a cell with
base point yo and base path or. Consider the characteristic map for
ei, d): (1‘, 1)»(X,y0),then, since 1‘ is simply—connected. each point xEI‘
determines a unique point SCEX, namely the class of oz+/i, where [i is
a path in Ii from 1 to x. This defines a map (13: 1"»)? which is the
characteristic map of a cell 6‘. (5‘)“ is obtained by operating pointwise
(or equivalently by changing the base path by adding g).

Thus (XJT) becomes a CW complex with cells (éi) for eleX and

gen. Now 7: acts cellwise on X and hence acts on @0115) which thus
becomes a Zn-module, where Z7: is the integral group ring of 7:. This
action carries over to H"(X. A) which is thus also a Zn-module.
Now let e‘“, eieX be cells. Define their Zn-incidence number to be

Z{i:((éi+l)“,5i)g|gen}. Then 0*(X, A); C* (X, A) @271 with boundary
on the right given by the Zn-incidence numbers. Hence H*(X, A) can
be computed from cells of X and Zn-incidence numbers.

Appendix B. Torsion

Here we give definitions and results with sketches of proofs. Details
are to be found in Cohen [K3] and Milnor [K2] (see bibliography).
B.1

Geometrical Denition of Torsion

Let A be a space and A’ obtained from A by attaching two cells ei and

ei“. and suppose that there are characteristic maps hi and hi+l for ei
and ei+l such that hizhi+1 o e where e: 1"»1i+l is the inclusion of the
face Fl. Thus A’ may be regarded as obtained from A by attaching the

disc Ii+l by the map hi+1|2 J‘HA (where J‘zcl(li+1—P")). Then A’ is
said to be a cellular expansion ofA and we say that A’ collapses cellularly
on A. Notice that there is strong deformation retraction of A’ on A

given by retracting Ii+1 on Ji.
Now consider pairs (X, A) where X is a finite CW complex on A
and A C X is a homotopy equivalence, and write X’ \ X or X /‘ X’ rel A
if X’ is obtained from X by a sequence of cellular expansions. Write
X’/\.XrelA if there is a sequence of complexes on A such that
X’:X0\,X1/‘X2\---\.Xn:XrelA. /\ is then an equivalence re—
lation on the set of complexes X attached to A such that ACX is a
homotopy equivalence, and we define the Whitehead group ofA, Wh(A),
to be the set of equivalence classes. The torsion r(X, A) of a pair (X, A)
is the element of Wh(A) which it determines.

Remark. Wh(A) is a abelian semi-group with unit the equivalence
class of the pair (AA) and addition given by union identified over A.
The fact that it is a group follows from the equivalent algebraic
definition (see B3).

8.2

Geometrical Properties of Torsion

Suppose that X1 is a subcomplex of X and that X1\.X1. Then there
is a complex X’ obtained by attaching the cells of X—X1 to X; by
composing their attaching maps with the natural retraction ol on Xi.

B.2

Geometrical Properties of Torsion
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X’ is said to be obtained from X by an internal collapse written X \i. X’.
An internal expansion is the reverse of an internal collapse.

Lemma 1. The torsion of a pair (X, A) is unaffected by internal
expansions and collapses.

Sketch ofproof Consider W:X X] with A x I identified to A and
X1><0 collapsed to X; x0. Then W\X’><0 by cylindrical collapsing
(cf. remarks above 3.25) and W\ X x 1 by collapsing cells in (X #X1)>< I
cylindrically, collapsing from the side for X1 >< I—X; X I and finishing
with a cylindrical collapse. Therefore X1’>< 0/ W\.X1>< 1.
Lemma 2. The torsion ofa pair (X, A) is unaffected by a homotopy
of the attaching maps ofcells in X —A.

Sketch of proof: Let X’ differ from X by a homotopy of attaching
maps. Define Wby attaching (cells in X #A) x I by the homotopy. Then
we have cylindrical collapses X x 0/ W \. X’ x 1.

Lemma 3. Wh(A)=0 ifA is l-connected.
Sketch ofproof The idea is to follow the proof of the h-cobordism
theorem given in Chapter 6. The analogues of the handle moves are:
Introduction of complementary handles—internal expansion. Cancellation of complementary handlesiinternal collapse. Adding handles—adding cells by homotoping the attaching map of one cell “over ”
the other.
Then one proceeds to simplify C*(X, A) exactly as in 6.17 until
there are no cells left.
Now suppose that X1CX is a subcomplex and that cl(X—X1) is
homeomorphic to a ball 8" attached to X1 by a face B" "1. Then we
say X poly—collapses on X1.
Lemma 4. The torsion ofa pair (X, A) is unaffected by poly-expansions
and collapses.

Proof X—X1 determines a CW complex L on 8"". Since B"’1 is

l-connected L /\ B"’1 rel B"‘1 by Lemma 3 and this induces X /\. X1,
as required.
A CW complex X’ on A is a subdivision of X if IX’|=|X| and each
cell of X’ is contained in a cell of X. We write X’<IX.
Lemma 5. IfX’<tX then r(X’, A)=I(X, A).
Proof Consider W=X><I with AXI identified to A and X><O
subdivided to X’ X 0. Then W poly-collapses on both X’ X 0 and X X l
and the result follows from Lemma 4.
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Algebraic Definition of Torsion

Let 1r be a group and In the integral group ring of 7:. Consider the
set of invertible pxp matrices with entries in Zn, for p20, 1,
An
equivalence relation on this set is generated by the following operations:
(1)

A
Replace A by (0

0
1) or vice versa.

(2)

Add a multiple of one row to another.

(3)

Reorder rows or columns.

(4)

Multiply a row by an element of n or by ~ 1.

The set of equivalence classes is the Whitehead group of n denoted
Wh(n).
Remark. The multiplication in Wh(n) is given by block addition i.e.
A+B=(:)1

(1;). To see that Wh(n) is a group observe that this

multiplication coincides with matrix multiplication since B~<
0)
using operations (1) and (3).
0 B
Now let A be a space and n=n1(A). Let a pxp matrix A over In
and an integer i>1 be given. Construct a CW complex X attached
to A by first attaching p i—Cells to the basepoint to form Xi and then

further attaching p (i+1)—cells so that z:(ej.+l.e§()=Aik for each (i, k).

(This is done by attaching the cells in X‘ using the fact that 7r,-(X’. A)
is a free Zn—module on p generators.) Now notice that if A is varied
by one of the operations (1) to (4) then r(X. A) is unaltered since (1)
corresponds to an expansion or collapse, (2) to adding cells. (3) to
renumbering cells and (4) to changing a basepath or characteristic map.
Thus we have a function (1): Wh(n)-> Wh(A).
Theorem. d) is an isomorphism.
Sketch of proof! That (15 is a homomorphism is clear using block
addition. To see that d) is onto use a proof like the proof of the
s—cobordism theorem to move cells into two adjacent dimensions. To
see that q!) is 1:1 construct a function 1p: Wh(A)»Wh(7t) so that
w o (15: id. This is done by associating a matrix to each “boundary map "
Ci/BiEBiA, using stable bases for the Bi. One then sums the torsion
of these matrices using alternating signs. For details here see Milnor

[K.2; §3].
B.4

Torsion and Polyhedra

Let PCQ be a compact polyhedral pair with P a deformation retract
of Q. Then by considering any triangulation of(Q, P) we get a definition

B.5

Torsion and Homotopy Equivalences
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of IQ, P). Now any two triangulations have a common subdivision
and it follows from LemmaS that r(Q. P) is well—defined and a p.l.
invariant of (Q, P). We have the following p.l. interpretation of torsion:
Theorem. I(Q, P)=0 ifand only i/‘there is a sequence ofp.l. expansions
and collapses (in the sense of Chapter 3) Q /\ P rel P.
Sketch of proof If Q /\. P by p.l. expansions and collapses then
r(Q, P)=0 by Lemma 4. Now suppose that r(Q, P):O then an argument
similar to the proof of the s—cobordism theorem shows that Q /\ P
p.l., handle moves being replaced by p.l. approximations of the corre—
sponding cell moves.
Now suppose that (W, M0, M1) is an h-cobordism and that we have
a handle decomposition of W on M0. We used the following result in
the proof of the s—cobordism theorem:
Theorem. r(W, M0)=I(K, M0) where K is the CW complex associated
to the given handle decomposition.
Sketch of’prooj: This follows from invariance under subdivision and
internal collapse on noticing that K is essentially the result of collapsing
each handle onto its core. More precisely let J be a triangulation of
(W, M0) SO that the handles and their cores are all subcomplexes. Then
internal poly-collapses replace each handle by its core and we obtain
a subdivision of K.

8.5

Torsion and Homotopy Equivalences

Let h: X -> Y be a homotopy equivalence of CW complexes, such that
h(X,.)C Y. for each i. Form the mapping cylinder Mh by attaching X X]

to Y by h|X X 1. M,l is then a CW complex and we define the torsion
of h, r(h) to be 1(Mh, X X 0). If h: PAQ is a p.l. homotopy equivalence
of compact polyhedra then Mh can be given the structure of an abstract
polyhedron (see [B.1]) and thus r(h) is again defined. We then have
the following interpretation of r(h) (compare Chapter 3).

Theorem. r(h):0 if and only ifh is homotopic to a simple homotopy
equivalence. The result is also true for CW complexes where “simple” is
interpreted using cellular collapses.

Sketch ofproofI If I(h)=0 then Mb /\ PXO and P><O /\ Mh\ Q
determines a map homotopic to h. Now if hzh’ then Mh /\.M,,/ by
considering the mapping cylinder of the homotopy. Consequently if
hzsimple homotopy equivalence then following Q /\ P gives

Mb /\ Mid\P><O. A similar argument establishes the CW case.

Historical Notes
(Reference numbers refer to the bibliography)

General notes
Polyhedra and p.l. maps have usually been defined using simplicial
complexes and simplicial maps. These definitions appear as Theorems 2.11
and 2.14 in our approach. More suitable names for our definitions would
be locally—conical sets and maps. The subject arose as a branch of
geometric topology in the 1920’s, Newman and Alexander being the
principal early authors. Geometric topology itself arose out of Poincares
work on differential equations in the 1890‘s. The subject was developed
by Whitehead in his work on simplicial neighbourhoods in the 1940’s.
Zeeman’s notes [A7] have been the most important modern influence
on the subject.

P.l. topology is now of central importance in geometric topology
since Kirby and Siebenmann [R4] have shown that (in dimensions 2 5)
p.1. notions essentially coincide with topological ones. except for a
curious 3-dimensional obstruction. Also smoothing theory (Section Q
of bibliography) which links p.l. topology to differential topology, is a
well developed subject in which the main problems are now essentially
homotopy—theoretic.
Notes on Chapter]
p. 2: “ The house with two rooms” was constructed by Bing [11.3] as
an example of a contractible polyhedron which is not collapsible (see
also Chapter 3).
p. 6: The “standard mistake” is so called because it has been made
in print so often.
p. 7: Our remarks on the definition of a polyhedron apply also to
our definition of a p.l. manifold. Notice that a complex which triangulates a p.l. manifold is usually referred to as a combinatorial manifold
(see 2.21).
p.82 The Poincare conjecture is named in honour of Poincare.

who investigated the 3—dimensional case. He falsely conjectured that a
homology 3—sphere is a genuine sphere and discovered counterexamples.

Historical Notes
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The h—cobordism theorem was proved by Smale [H.4] in the
differentiable case, who introduced the idea of a handle and gave
essentially the same proof as our Chapter 6. However, for technical
reasons, handles work best in the p.l. case and authors in differentiable
topology prefer the equivalent notion of a Morse function. This is the
attitude taken by Milnor [H6]. The extension to the p]. case was
realised by several authors, particularly Stallings and Zeeman.
Smale used his h-cobordism theorem to prove the Poincare conjecture in dimensions 25. In the p.l. case dimension 5 presents a little
more difficulty since Smale used the vanishing of 114(0)) to show that a
5-dimensional homotopy sphere bounds a contractible 6-manifold (and
hence by the argument given in Chapter 1, is h-cobordant to a 5—sphere).
In the p.l. case we need to know that n4(PL)=0 which uses in addition
CerFs theorem [Q8].
A weak form of the Poincare conjecture for dimension 2 5 (a homotopy sphere is a topological sphere) was proved by Stallings [H.IO]
and Zeeman [H.1l] independently of Smale’s work, using engulng
theory (see our Chapter 7, where an engulfing theorem is deduced from
handle theory).
The s-cobordism theorem was proved independently by Barden
[H.7], Mazur [H.S], and Stallings [A.8]. See also Kervaire [H9].
Notes on ChupterZ
p. 15: The foundations of p.l. topology (particularly Alexander’s work)
originally rested heavily on “stellar moves”—the science of stellar
subdivision.

p. 18 and p.20: The subdivision theorem and the treatment of
pseudo-radial projection are taken from Zeeman’s notes [A.7].
p.24: The collaring theorem was first proved by Whitehead [B.l]
and extended by Zeeman [B.2]. Our treatment is based on Conelly [3.3].

Notes on Chapter 3
Our treatment of regular neighbourhoods is based on Cohen’s ideas
[C4]; the earliest result in the chapter is Newman’s theorem which
appears as our 3.13. Our proof differs little from Cohen’s proof [A.6]
and is considerably shorter than previous proofs [A.2], Alexander [A.4]
(based on stellar moves), Zeeman [A.7] (using a long induction together
with the collapsing approach to regular neighbourhoods). Whitehead’s
paper [B.l] initiated the theory of regular neighbourhoods which was
then intimately linked with “simplicial collapsing” which does not
appear at all in our treatment. Hudson and Zeeman [Cl] and Cohen
[C4] have extended the theory to “relative regular neighbourhoods”.
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Historical Notes

p. 39: Collapsing and simple homotopy type were invented by
Whitehead [BI] and [K.l], see also Appendix B.
p. 40: The notion of trail is due to Hirsch.
p. 43: 3.32 is due to Gugenheim [G.l].
p.47: The 3—dimensional case of the Scho'nflies theorem is due to
Alexander [D.1]. The topological theorem was proved by Brown [D2],
Mazur [D3] and Morse [D.4]. Our 3.38 also follows from the methods
of [D2]. Cohen and Sullivan [D.5] have shown, independently of the
unsolved Schonies conjecture, that any M"CQ"+1 (i.e. not necessarily
locally at) has a regular neighbourhood 2M x 1.
Notes on Chapter4
p. 52: The unknotting theorem for balls and spheres in codimension :3
is due to Zeeman [B2].
p.54: The idea of cellular moves is also due to Zeeman [GS]. (He
invented it for precisely the same purpose as our 4.16.)
p.56: 4.18 and 4.20 (the strong versions mentioned in the remark
on p.56) are due to Hirsch [L5].
p. 57: The isotopy extension theorem for manifolds (4.25) is due to
Hudson and Zeeman [El]. Extensions to polyhedra were given by
Rourke [E3] (a weak theorem), Hudson and Lickorish-Siebenmann

[E.4] (codimension g3), and the general theorem by Akin [E.5].
p. 58: Akin’s hypotheses are constant ambient intrinsic dimension
and a weaker local collaring condition.
Notes on Chapter5
General position is part of p.l. “folklore "; the first systematic treatment
appears in Zecman [A.7], more general theorems are given in Stal—
lings [A8].
p. 63: Theorem 5.5 is due to Penrose—Whitchead-Zecman [G4].
p. 64: Theorem 5.6 and the proof are taken from Zecman [(3.5].
p. 67: Piping is also part of the folklore.
p. 68: The Whitney lemma is due to Whitney! [G8] in the smooth
case. A proof of the p.l. case is given by Weber [G9] using Zeeman’s
classification of links [G7]. (Notice that the exercises at the end of
Chapter 5 provide a proof without using links.)

Notes on Chapter 6
The main reference for this chapter is Smale [H.4] (see the notes on
Chapter 1).

p. 84: The duality theorem is due to Lefschetz. See also Appendix A.
p. 90‘. Construction of h-cobordisms is due to Stallings [A.8].

Historical Notes
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Notes on Chapter 7
p. 91: Unknotting balls and spheres is due to Zeeman [B.2] (by a
direct geometrical argument independent of the h-cobordism theorem).
p. 92: The criterion for unknotting in codimension 2 is due to
Levine [(3.2] for (125 and Papakiriakopoulos [(3.3] for (123. Sec [K5]
for a proof that Wh(Z)=O.
p. 93: The weak 5-dimensional theorems also follow from engulng
theory (which was invented by Stallings [1.2] and Zeeman [A7]
independently of handle theory).
p. 96: The embedding theorem is taken from Irwin [0.6].
p. 96: There is an unknotting theorem due to Zeeman [0.5] which
shows that any two embeddings are ambient isotopic under the conditions of 7.14. However Hudson [0.9] has shown that concordance
implies isotopy in codimension 33 (see Rourke [0.10] for a proof
using “embedded handle theory"), so that Zeeman”s theorem follows
from Irwin’s theorem and 7.14. However Hudson [0.6], and CassonSullivan [N.7; R9; 0.14] have improved both theorems to replace
conditions on M and Q by a single condition on the map.
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